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Abstract 

A typical visible light spectrum for a human is about 400 nanometres (nm) to 700 nm 

in wavelength. Hyperspectral (HS) images include hundreds of narrow and contiguous 

spectral bands that cover a wide range of wavelengths extending from 400 to 2500 nm. A 

number of applications based on HS images are rapidly expanding in different areas, 

including environmental monitoring, biological and medical analysis assistance, 

agricultural surveillance, mineralogy mapping, and food quality analysis, etc.  

HS images spectral signatures can provide moisture content, texture, reflectance and 

other external quality characteristics of diverse samples far beyond human vision. This 

ability comes at a price: big data and high redundancy. Thus, exploring a compression 

technique that is effective against multidimensional data and different from traditional 

compression algorithms is vital. 

A directionlet based compression scheme and constituted the optimal compression 

plane (OCP) for adaptive best approximation of the geometric matrix were developed. 

The OCP, calculated by the spectral correlation, is used to predict and determine which 

reconstructed plane can reach higher compression rates while minimising data loss of 

hyperspectral data. Furthermore, a fundamental shift is required from the existing 

“original pixel intensity”-based coding approaches using traditional image coders (e.g. 

JPEG2000) to the “residual” based approaches using a video coder for better compression 

performance. A novel coding framework using Reflectance Prediction Modelling (RPM) 

in the latest video coding standard High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) for HS images 

is proposed. The modelling can predict the distribution and correlation of the pixel 

vectors for different bands. Every spectral band of a HS image is treated as if it is an 

individual frame of a video. A HS image presents a wealth of data where every pixel is 

considered as a vector for each spectral band. The pixel vector’s distribution along 

spectral bands can be determined by quantitative comparison and analysis. Therefore The 
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conclusion is that the Multilayer Propagation Neural Networks (MLPNN) with back 

propagation training are particularly well suited for addressing the approximation 

function.  

A block-based inter-band predictor (BIP) with a multilayer propagation neural 

network model (BIP-MLPNN) aims to further reduce any intra-band residual and a 

MLPNN model hybrid with Adaptive Prediction Mechanism (APM) is proposed. BIP-

MLPNN is trained to predict the succeeding bands by using current band information to 

explore whether BIP-MLPNN can provide better image compression results in HS images 

and to obtain further compression results. The experimental results are fully justified by 

three types of HS datasets with different wavelength ranges. The proposed method 

outperforms the existing mainstream HS encoders in terms of rate-distortion performance 

of HS image compression. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

HS images can be considered as the integration of digital imaging with spectroscopy. 

It is designed to focus and measure the light reflected by continuous narrow spectral 

bands. HS images have a wide range of wavelengths from hundred nanometres (nm) to 

thousand micrometres (mm) to present different characteristics of objects. HS data can 

commonly be expressed by two space modes as shown in Figure 1.1. Those two space 

modes emphasise different information and are suitable for different purposes and 

applications, with the Y axis showing reflectance values and the X axis showing the 

spectral band index, each band is nearly 10 nm width. The total is 224 contiguous bands 

with wavelengths from 400 nm to 2500 nm. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1.1. Hyperspectral image cube (a) and an example of plots all bands in the spectral space for an 

extracted pixel (b).  

(1). Image space provides the geometrical relationship among the data samples. The 

pixel location information can be reflected by this spatial model. 
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(2). Spectral space provides the spectral information. It presents the pixel’s 

reflectance change along the wavelength. 

Figure 1.1 shows examples of a HS image cube in Figure 1.1. (a) and a spectral 

profile in Figure 1.1. (b)，where the HS image as a 3D cube with three dimensions. Two 

dimensions (X, Y) are presented as an image space, the third dimension W is presented as 

wavelength which demonstrated the spectral space. The spectral profile reflects the 

variations of the selected pixel value in different spectral bands that can be used to 

compare to spectral libraries. 

1.1 Applications of HS Images 

Extensive implementation of HS imaging is well founded in both the civilian and 

military fields, including satellite / airborne based remote sensing [1], target detection [2, 

3], classification [4-6], quality control in food and agriculture [7] [8] as well as 

extensively used in laboratory research. The HS technologies were initially developed for 

science and research applications, but now have widespread applications in military fields 

and many commercial ventures. 

As mentioned previously, HS images can be considered as the integration of digital 

imaging with spectroscopy. It has the ability to capture more information than standard 

(RGB) images. The spectral detail contained in HS images gives better capability to 

characterise objects. HS spectral information also can be used to analyse moisture 

content, texture, reflectance, and other external quality characteristics. Extensive 

applications in civilian and military fields include satellite / airborne based remote 

sensing [1], target detection. [2, 3], non-invasive quality inspection [9], classification [6] 

quality control in food and agriculture [7, 8] and other lab applications. A list of 

promising or well-developed fields of application of HS appears below. 

Military applications: 

• Gathering information about battle space;

• Discrimination between targets and decoys;
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• Defeating camouflage; 

• Early warning for long range missiles and space surveillance; 

• Detection of weapons of mass destruction; 

• Detection of landmines;  

• Monitoring of international treaty compliance. 

Civilian applications: 

• Environmental monitoring; 

• Geologic mapping; 

• Vegetation analysis (Agriculture, Food safety, Forestry); 

• Atmospheric characterisation and climate research; 

• Understanding of the structure and of the functioning of ecosystems; 

• Monitoring of coastal environments; 

• Biological and chemical detection; 

• Disaster assessment; 

• Urban growth analysis; 

• Gas leak detection. 

1.2 Basic HS Imaging Theory 

There are two systems for acquiring HS images, the optical/mechanical scanning 

mode and the push broom-type area scanning mode [10]. The optical/mechanical 

scanning mode uses the optical dispersion device to record the radiation intensity where 

different bands of radiation are exposed to each element of the linear array. Each linear 

array element generates a spectral channel. The scanning process is progressed pixel by 

pixel. Such scan-based HS imaging sensor is mainly applied to aerial remote-sensing 

detection, and the slower flight speed makes the enhancement of the spatial resolution 
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possible. The latter imaging mode is the two-dimensional area array. One dimension is 

the linear array, and the other dimension is regarded as the spectrometer. The image 

records data line by line. The imaging sensor measures the radiation intensity of all bands 

of each pixel in a line horizontally. 

A HS imaging sensor can capture images with different wavelengths from visual 

wavelength to far-infrared wavelength. It divides the spectrum effectively into many thin 

image slices that corresponds to wavelength. Table 1.1 gives the sub-division of the 

wavelengths for selected regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. HS images enable each 

pixel in the image to obtain the continuous reflectivity curve which covers the visible 

light, near-infrared, mid-infrared and long-wave infrared spectra. Traditional imaging 

sensors can only use the short interval of the spectral bands. 

Table 1.1. A commonly used sub-division of the visual electromagnetic spectrum: 

Name wavelengths 

Visual (VIS) 400 nm ~ 700 nm 

Near infrared (NIR) 750 nm ~ 1400 nm 

Shortwave infrared (SWIR) 1400 nm ~ 3000 nm 

Medium wave infrared (MWIR) 3000 nm ~ 8000 nm 

Long wave infrared (LWIR) 8000 nm ~ 15000 nm 

Far infrared 0.015 μm ~ 1000 μm 

1.3 HS Imaging Sensors 

The Airborne Imagining Spectrometer (AIS) AIS-I was the first HS scanner, with 128 

bands in the range of 900 nm to 2.4 μm, each band averaging 9.6 nm in width [11]. After 

decades of rapid development and hardware improvement, the number of bands in the HS 

imaging spectrometer has increased significantly. HS data are able to provide more 

abundant spectral information and more reasonable and effective analysis.  
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The airborne visible infrared imaging spectrometer (AVIRIS) developed in the USA 

has a more wide-ranging influence. Recent developments in electronics and technical 

innovation have led to HS Imaging Sensors becoming lighter, more compact and more 

cost-effective. HS Imaging Sensors are now used as desktop and field tools for low 

altitude and ground based HS imaging solutions. Table 1.2 lists the main airborne and 

ground-based types of HS imaging sensors. 

Table 1.2 The main current HS imaging sensors of the world 

Type HS Imaging 

Sensor 

Wavelengths 

（unit: nm） 

Manufacturi

ng 

place 

Airborne HYMAP   400 ~ 2500 Australia 

Airborne AVIRIS 400 ~ 2500 USA 

Airborne HYPERION 400 ~ 2500 Australia 

Airborne CASI 400 ~ 900 Canada 

Airborne PASCO 1000 ~ 2400 Japan 

Airborne AISA 400 ~ 1000 

1000 ~ 2400 

Finland 

Ground-based Imec 600 ~ 1000 USA 

Airborne 

Ground-based 

BaySpec 400 ~ 1000 USA 

Ground-based Brimrose 400 ~ 2500 USA 

Ground-based Resonon  

Pica XC 

400 ~ 1000 USA 

HS images features can be summarised as below:  
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Firstly, HS images possesses high spectral resolution, long wavelength but narrow 

spectral bands. Each band is generally about 10mm, each HS image could provide a 

number of spectral bands. 

Secondly, a large amount of data are produced. The amount of data increases 

exponentially as the number of spectral bands increases. 

Thirdly, the adjacent bands are continuous and correlate to each other. This 

characteristic provides the possibility for the image compression and other image 

processing techniques, including feature extraction and dimensional reduction. 

1.4 Research Motivation 

The research on HS image compression is a growing field, which has gained the 

interest of the research community. Although the theoretical aspects of compression 

algorithms have been studied since the 1980s, the traditional compression method cannot 

be applied directly. For the compression of HS images, in order to obtain good image 

compression effect, it is necessary to not only consider the removal of spatial correlation 

but also to consider the removal of spectral structure correlation. Current research about 

HS images compression will be reviewed in Chapter 2. 

The amount of HS image data is huge, among those data bands there are strong 

correlations which can cause data redundancy. A major goal of image compression is to 

keep the reconstructed image quality acceptable while removing the spatial and spectral 

redundancy from the image. The aim of HS image compression is to remove redundancy 

in both the intra- and inter-bands simultaneously to achieve a higher compression ratio. In 

addition to the spatial redundancy and spectral redundancy in the general HS image data, 

other redundant information includes: 

Psycho-visual Redundancy: corresponding to different the sensitivities to all image 

signals in human vision. Therefore, eliminating some less relative important information 

in the visual processing may be acceptable. 
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Inter-pixel Redundancy: corresponding to statistical dependencies among pixels, 

especially between neighbouring pixels. 

Coding Redundancy: When representing a pixel, each one is coded by a fixed length. 

Thus, the redundancy of representing a pixel can be removed by using variable length 

code schemes. 

To eliminate these redundancies is the motivation and starting point in HS image 

compression studies. The target of the compression schemes is to eliminate redundant 

information as much as possible to reach ideal compression. 

1.5 Research Problems  

Although HS images have many advantages, a vast amount of data are produced due 

to its multiple wavelength slices that create problems to data transmission and storage. 

Uncompressed HS images can produce a huge amount of data since the recorded spectra 

have a fine resolution and cover a wide range of wavelengths. For example, plant 

phenomics data require processing 1.2TB per day and high-speed HS Imaging Sensor for 

monitoring environmental require 3GB per second [4]. The NASA JPL’s airborne 

imaging data (AVIRIS, http://www-aviris.jp.nasa.gov) record thousands of bands 

covering the infrared spectrum and generates the remote magnanimity data [3]. A HS 

image, labelled Cuprite, from AVIRIS is 1.1 GB in size. The high volumes of HS images 

already exceed available transmission capabilities. Thus, for practical purposes, a 

compression technique needs to be applied to reduce the size of the HS image while still 

retaining valuable information. 

To improve compression efficiency, using a spectral predicted wavelength image is a 

novel compression scheme. Based on current literature, it is noteworthy that spectral 

prediction has not been fully exploited. To take advantage of the similarity and variability 

among contiguous spectral bands is the start point for future research efforts. 
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1.6 Research Scope 

In order to improve the prediction accuracy of the intra-band, the study firstly 

propose a compression scheme based on nonlinear approximation using neural network 

prediction. The Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) released a new 

algorithm named CCSDS Lossless Multispectral and HS Image Compression. The 

algorithm is implemented and used as the benchmark to compare with theproposed 

methods of this thesis. 

Overall, this thesis focuses on the study of HS image compression algorithms to 

reduce or eliminate unwanted spectral inter-band/intra-band correlation. This study 

mainly uses the predictive based compression method to explore a spectral decorrelator or 

predictor, and then proposes an improved algorithm. Experimental results prove the 

algorithm are reliable and effective. 

Multiple databases were used for the algorithm verification purpose. The 

specifications about the each image databases of individual experiments introduced at 

section 4.3 for Reflectance Prediction Modelling and section 5.3 for Inter-band Predictor 

Using Multilayer Propagation Neural Network. 

1.7 Novelty of the Research Work 

The major line of this study is to explore the potential of HS data compression. The 

novel contributions mainly consist of three aspects of research: 

Part 1: Efficient compression of hyperspectral images using optimal compression 

cube and image plane: An optimal HS data compression scheme has been developed with 

full consideration of the spatial and spectral cross-correlation. HS data structure have 

been analysed, explored correlations among the different dimensional data and compared 

to traditional compression methods.  

Part 2: Reflectance prediction modelling for residual-based hyperspectral image 

coding: To formulate a compression approach based on Spectral Prediction Modeling, a 

compression framework Reflectance Prediction Modelling (RPM) is used. The current 
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spectral band is reconstructed by using the predicted band by RPM generation. It is a new 

approach to using HEVC inter-coding for HS data compression, RPM improved the 

HEVC-inter compression performance in the experiments. 

Part 3: A block-based inter-band predictor using multilayer propagation neural 

network for hyperspectral image compression:A novel strategy, a block-based inter-band 

predictor with multilayer propagation neural network model, BIP-MLPNN is presented. 

The study have investigated possible compression strategies of HS data by analysing inter 

and intra band redundancy. The BIP-MLPNN predictor can successfully approximate the 

target spectral band, and only needs entropy coding for very low bits of weights and 

biases (less than 0.1 bpppb), therefore significantly reducing inter-band residuals and 

correspondingly decreasing the data that needs to be transmitted. The compression 

efficiency is significant. 

1.8  Thesis Outline 

The thesis comprises six chapters. 

Chapter 1: Introduction, introduces basic HS imaging theory, imaging sensors and 

applications. Discussion of the research motivation, problem, scope and novelty of the 

work. 

Chapter 2: Literature review and classification to HS technologies, provides an in-

depth literature review on the past, current and future HS compression algorithms. 

Chapter 3: Efficient Compression of Hyperspectral Images Using Optimal 

Compression Cube and Image Plane, using Optimal Compression Cube (OCC) and Image 

Plane to rearranging HS images into different 3D data cubes and proposes a directionlet 

based compression. The core of the framework is the amount of redundancy along each 

axis (more accurately, on the Correlation Coefficient (CC) along each axis). This differs 

from the existing paradigms by exploring the information redundancy completely on the 

nonselective plane rather than explicitly optimal compression; the scheme ignores the 

physical meaning of the physical and spectral planes. The OCC framework is easy to 

implement with low additional computational complexity, only the simple step of 
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calculation of the CCs need to be involved. It is compatible with any compression 

encoders and decoders since the required pre-processing is independent of the encoding 

scheme to be used. 

Chapter 4: Reflectance Prediction Modelling For Residual-Based Hyperspectral 

Image Coding, uses Reflectance Prediction Modelling for residual-based HS images 

Coding. By quantitative comparison and analysis of the pixel vector's distribution along 

spectral bands, the conclusion is that modelling can solve the distribution and correlation 

of pixel vectors in a certain range of bands.The estimation is the current spectral band by 

extracting an instant spectral band of the HS image using Gaussian Mixture-based 

Modelling via the correlation of previous bands. The estimated current spectral band (the 

common informatics wavelength image) is used as the additional reference to encode the 

residual of the current band with either the common informatics wavelength image or the 

previous band followed by the HEVC coding standard. Every spectral band of the HS 

image is treated as if it is an individual frame of a video to decorrelate the intra-band 

redundancy and HEVC is used to deal with inter-band redundancy. 

Chapter 5: A Block-Based Inter-band Predictor Using Multilayer Propagation Neural 

Network for Hyperspectral Image Compression, applies a block-based inter-band 

predictor based on multilayer propagation neural network for HS image compression. A 

new lossy block-based predictive BIP-MLPNN model which employs the multilayer 

neural network to predict the succeeding bands is presented. The current spectral band is 

used as a training data set, and the next band is the training target set in the encoder side. 

Each band is converted to a 16 by 4096 pixels matrix. The major advantage of this 

approach is that it only requires the binary entropy encoder to encode weights and biases; 

later in the decoder side, the target band can be reconstructed by using transferred 

weights, biases, and residuals. Therefore, only a few bits of data need to be transferred. 

Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Research Work. 
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Chapter 2 

Hyperspectral Image Compression Approaches: 
Opportunities, Challenges and Future Directions 

* The content of this chapter has been published by Dusselaar, R* and Paul, M, “Hyperspectral image 

compression approaches: opportunities, challenges and future directions: discussion,” Journal of the Optical 

Society of America. A, Optics and Image Science and Vision. Vol 34. No. 12, pp. 2170-2180, 2017 [SJR 

Q1] 

NB * Rui Dusselaar nee Xiao 

2.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, a brief introduction was given regarding HS imaging. In this 

chapter the discussion is about the state of current studies and recent developments in the 

area of HS image compression. Multispectral Imaging (MSI) operates in relatively wider 

wavelength bands, typically 3 to 15 of bands. HS imaging is a special case of MSI, having 

a higher level of spectral detail. By comparison, HS remote sensors collect image data 

simultaneously in dozens or hundreds of spectral bands that can cover 400 to 2500 nm 

[12]. As mentioned previously, HS images contain an extensive range of spectral 

information this can provide observation power beyond the capability of human vision. 

This wealth of spectral information requires a huge amount of data. Researchers are 

working on processing enormous HS images while preserving the useful information: a 

fundamental problem for compression techniques.  

Data compression can be performed because there is unwanted redundancy in the 

data. High redundancy allows high compression ratios to be achieved. On the contrary, 

lower data redundancy usually limits the amount of compression possible. A HS image 

typically contains large amounts of image data redundancy. There are two types of 
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redundancy that generally exist in a HS image, (i) Spatial redundancy: the redundancy 

corresponding to statistical dependencies among pixels; (ii) Spectral redundancy: the 

redundancy of adjacent spectral bands of a single pixel. Spectral redundancy is a 

particular feature of HS imaging. In the past two decades research efforts have been 

directed toward the reduction of spatial redundancy. Several traditional compression 

standards have matured and formed the basis of worldwide image compression standards 

such as JPEG [13] or JPEG2000 [14]. However, compression techniques aimed at 

eliminating spectral redundancy continue to be researched. A desired HS image 

compression technique must be based on eliminating spatial redundancy as well as taking 

full consideration of spectral redundancy. The purpose is to achieve an optimised 

compression result. 

2.2 Lossless and Lossy Compression Methods 

Lossless and lossy compression methods depend on whether the original image can 

be precisely re-generated from the compression data [15]. A tree structure of different HS 

image compression strategies is summarised in Figure 2.1. Lossless compression has no 

signal loss. The decoder is able to recover the compressed data back to the original data. 

Lossy compression method selectively discards part of the signals. Lossy compression 

does not allow the original data to be recovered exactly but generally results higher 

compression ratios than lossless compression.  
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Lossless compression is used for applications that require the reconstructed image to 

be restored to the original signal with high precision. Because of the intrinsic entropy of 

the data, lossless compression algorithms generally achieve a modest compression ratio 

and require more storage space. By contrast, a lossy compression algorithm preserves 

essential spectral information of the target objects, which allows a balance of compression 

efficiency and loss of information. Lossy image compression commonly uses predictive 

coding methods and transform coding methods [16]. Lossy compression is used when the 

user can tolerate some signal loss. 

The major types of compression algorithms is looked briefly in this subsection. 

Further introduction and discussion about the technical characteristics of typical 

compression methods are provided in subsequent paragraphs. 

Lossless compression methods are generally grouped into dictionary-based schemes 

and statistical schemes [17]. Dictionary-based schemes, which can be used for lossy 

compression [18], are highly dependent on quantisation or entropy coding. Dictionary-

based schemes do not require a prior knowledge of the source symbol probability 

distribution as variable-length strings of symbols were encoded as single tokens and each 

token is retrieved from a phrase dictionary in the Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) compression 

algorithm [19].  

 

Figure 2.1 Block diagram of general categorisation of compression methods 
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Figure 2.2 Spectral/spatial HS image compression procedure 

Statistical-based schemes require distribution knowledge where the compression 

takes place based on the frequency of input characters. The most well-known statistic-

based algorithms are Huffman Coding [25] and Arithmetic Coding [26, 27]. Moreover, 

another type of compression technique used Lookup Tables (LUT) [28, 29]. The LUT 

searches the previous band for a pixel equal to the current band in the same position, 

called a predictor. The predictor is used as a key to search Lookup Tables to speed up the 

search process. 

2.3 Inter-band / Intra-band Compression Methods  

The current literature presents various methods for HS image compression. As 

mentioned previously, a HS image is a three-dimensional data structure, capturing both 

spatial and spectral information. In general, two key steps are included into HS image 

compression processes. The first step is normally spectral decorrelation: inter-band 

compression. This step focuses on dimensional reduction and is a very important stage to 

eliminate spectral redundancy. The second stage, focuses on various types of compression 

encoders which can be a 2D or 3D compression encoder and is known as the intra-band 

compression method. Both inter-band compression and intra-band compression actually 

should be considered, and in some cases, these two procedures can be combined as one 

step.  

A general HS image compression procedure is demonstrated in Figure 2.2. Band-to-

band correlation is usually very high in an HS image, removing such redundant 

information can achieve a significant compression ratio [20]. The Band Selection-based 

(BS) method selects a subset of bands from HS imagery. D. Zhao et al. [21] introduced an 

algorithm based on intra-band prediction and inter-band fractal encoding. HS bands are 

partitioned into several Groups of Bands (GOBs) and the authors applied intra-band 

prediction to the first band in each GOB. The hypothesis was that two blocks (8x8 pixels) 

located in the same position of adjacent HS bands are highly similar.  
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Likewise, another research [22] has observed that strong similarities exist between 

adjacent bands of HS images. In [22], the first band for intra-band prediction encoded and 

the remaining bands are inter-band encoded using fractal encoding. The encoding process 

of fractal coding uses a similar interpolation method as the [21], where an original image 

is divided into sub-images and then in the fractal set to find a similar sub-image. 

Decoding is completed by an iteration procedure. The encoding time is long because of 

the search that is used to find the self-similarities. Conversely, decoding time is relatively 

shorter. The image becomes resolution independent after being converted to fractal code. 

Thus it can be seen that for BS algorithms selecting a more efficient GOBs measure is 

vital to performance. There is no universal metric of GOBs that is applicable to all HS 

images in different wavelengths. Moreover, some experimental results [21, 22] show that 

the algorithms can only achieve effective compression at a low bit rate. 

2.4 Compression Methods Based on Different Coding Algorithms 

A preliminary categorisation of HS compression methods have been given, based on 

the specific different compression methods. In the following sections, each coding 

method will be discussed sequentially. 

Historically, Transform Coding (TC) has been the most widely used to reduce the 

spatial correlation of the image signal in the frequency domain. It achieves a result close 

to the predictive coding in terms of a lower bit rate. Subsequently, a hybrid scheme called 

Motion-Compensated TC has been developed that promotes the development of digital 

video coding technology. Implementation of transform coding is relatively complex, but 

encoding data in blocks is relatively simple. Hence, TC has become one of the widest 

applied compression methods [23] and has been used as the international compression 

standard for still and moving images. TC techniques include Discrete Wavelet Transform 

(DWT), Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), and the Karhunen-Loêve Transform (KLT). 

There are a number of image compression standards such as Joint Photographic Experts 

(JPEG) 2000, which is based on the DWT [24] and the JPEG standard, which is based on 
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DCT. A very important transformation algorithm in the HS compression field, Principal 

Component Analysis Transform, will be discussed first. 

2.4.1 PCA (Principal Component Analysis) Transform Based Inter-Band 
Compression 

PCA compression is probably the most popular and commonly used in HS 

compression. PCA has been developed based on the principle of KLT [23], also known as 

the Eigenvector Transform. KLT transforms discrete signals into a sequence of 

uncorrelated coefficients. The largest variance is concentrated in the first N components. 

KLT has been used commonly in HS image compression because of its high 

decorrelation ability [25, 26]. Blanes, and Serra-Sagristà described [27] clusters KLT to a 

three level structure, therefore dividing a large transform into multiple clusters to lower 

computational costs and improve scalabilities. This paper from Y. Nian et al. [28] 

presents a pairwise KLT-based compression algorithm for multispectral images. Applying 

KLT to all the bands of HS images could lead to higher complexity. Instead of this, KLT 

is applied to just two bands every time. This method can lower the computational cost and 

reduce implementation difficulties according to the authors. However, using KLT 

repeatedly to only two HS bands each time could increase computing time and 

complexity. Equally, the Pairwise Orthogonal Transform (POT), also called multiple 

pairwise PCA was used by Y. Nian et al. [28], and it overcomes the problems of KLT, 

such as bit depth expansion, lack of scalability and reduces memory requirements [29].  

The prime motive of PCA is for dimensionality reduction. Several types of HS image 

compression studies are available in the literature regarding spectral decorrelation and 

spectral dimensionality reduction. PCA often provides excellent decorrelation in practice 

at the cost of partial image signal loss. The combination of PCA with JPEG2000 encoder 

is commonly used [23, 27, 30-32]. The PCA-based method reduces the number of slices 

(i.e. 2D images of a certain number of wavelengths) and then applies JPEG2000 on major 

Principal Components (PCs) for efficient rate-distortion performance. The best PCA 

performance occurs when a reduced number of PCs are retained and encoded. 
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Normally, PCA-based compression techniques reduce large dimensional data, either 

spatial or spectral data. This may not be suitable for specific applications which need to 

preserve spatial and spectral information completely. Also, one of the major difficulties in 

applying PCA is to determine the optimal number of PCs. Excessive PCs may lead to a 

low compression ratio. However insufficient PCs might result in an undesirable level of 

image distortion. 

2.4.2 Tensors Based Compression 

Tensors are represented by an array of components that are functions of the 

coordinates of a space that describe linear relations between geometric vectors, scalars, 

and other tensors. Tensors have been widely used in physics and engineering applications. 

Recently some researchers have used it in the image processing field. A tensor can be 

understood as arrays in multidimensional space. It was introduced by Hitchcock in 1927 

[33]. Latterly the famous Tucker model was discovered [34]. It may be thought of as the 

same as PCA on high-dimensional data while retaining the spatial structure of the data.  

Tucker decomposition decomposes a tensor into a set of matrices and one small core 

tensor. Karami et al. [35] have recently applied a nonnegative Tucker decomposition 

where HS images are treated as 3-D tensors and spatially partitioned into smaller sub-

tensors. Another very widely used tensor decomposition is PARAFAC [36] or 

CANDECOMP [37] that decompose tensors as a sum of rank-one tensors. Those two 

types of tensors models are higher-order extensions of the matrix singular value 

decomposition, they can also be considered as a higher-order form of PCA. Hang, et al. 

[38] treated HS images as 3-order-tensors, where original data are decomposed into a core 

tensor and a lower dimensionality can be achieved. This algorithm results in a slightly 

higher false alarm rate and complexity in the calculation. A solution has been proposed by 

Veganzones et al. [39], where they employed compression-based nonnegative CP 

decomposition algorithms to reduce the memory requirements and to speed up 

computations.   

The traditional image compression method is based on vector data compression 

processing, which changes the spatial structure of the high dimensional data. Tensor 
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overcomes this deficiency and thus maintains the spatial structure of data. A huge amount 

of spectral variability is contained in the HS image, therefore to generate a tensor by 

using a multiplicative update algorithm [40] makes computation extremely complicated 

and sometimes even unfeasible. To reduce the computational cost and to speed up the 

convergence is vital for using tensor decomposition. 

2.4.3 The Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) Technique 

The Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) technique is part of the predictive 

coding framework. It only uses entropy coding to encode the differences (residuals) 

between the prediction value and the actual input value that bring the benefit of being 

simple and inexpensive. It involves the three basic steps: sampling, quantisation, and 

coding. In general, the more accurate the predictor, the better compression performance. 

Figure 2.3 shows the block diagram of DPCM. 

An improved DPCM [41], termed C-DPCM, is the clustered DPCM. According to 

[42], the direct extension of the C-DPCM process is that the succeeding signal is 

predicted using one or more of the preceding signals, and then the difference between the 

Figure 2.3.  The block diagram of differential pulse coding modulation. Input signal is denoted by  

and  is the difference of sampled input and predicted output, often called as prediction error. ′  is 

the quantised output. ′  is the predictor input which is actually the sum of the predictor output and 

the quantiser output. ^  indicates the predicted signal. 
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actual value and the predicted value is encoded. If the predicted value is accurate, the 

error will be small. Under the same precision requirement, it can be encoded with fewer 

bits to achieve the purpose of data compression, otherwise encoding redundancy may 

occur. 

2.4.4 Vector Quantisation Transform  

Vector Quantisation (VQ) and Scalar Quantisation (SQ) are categorised commonly as 

lossy compression methods [43]. Quantisation can be described as taking a continuous 

signal and representing it discretely. The set of inputs and outputs of a quantiser can be 

scalars or vectors. Scalar quantisation is a special case of vector quantisation. The basic 

concept is to group a number of scalar data sets from multidimensional space to lower-

space vectors and then divide it into groups. Scalar quantisation, for example, can be a 

mapping of input values, which can be a real number x, into the nearest integer number of 

output values. VQ is a complex scheme requiring a significant amount of computational 

resources. 

Quantisation is considered as the simplest and most general idea in lossy compression 

[44]. Several Quantisation techniques operate on blocks of data, VQ treats blocks of data 

as vectors. The process of VQ usually involves two steps: first, a 2-dimensional image 

space is split into K regions, with every region having a centroid called a codevector. 

Then, each vector in encoding regions (the blue borders) is compressed by replacing it 

with the nearest codevector. As shown in Figure 2.4, the red stars known as codevectors 

and the regions defined by the blue borders are called encoding regions. The set of all 

codevectors is the codebook and the set of all encoding regions is called the partition of 

the space. Here, every pair of numbers falling in a particular region is approximated by a 

red star associated with that region. 
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Figure 2.4 An example of a 2-dimensional VQ; Source:[45] 

In early research, a fast vector quantisation algorithm for data compression of HS 

image was proposed by M. F. M. Salleh et al. [46]. Recently more research on the 

applications of VQ algorithm has been published by authors of [46-48]. A Multivariate 

Vector Quantisation (MVQ) approach is proposed for the compression of HS imagery 

[49] in order to overcome significant distortion of image quality of VQ-based approaches. 

The Fuzzy C-Mean (FCM) is employed to determine the optimal number of clusters of 

data and selected codewords for the codebook. VQ can achieve compression results by 

reducing colour distribution, however the design of a codebook is considered to be a 

challenging problem. For example, if an image is composed only by pixel intensities 0 

and 10, all pixels intensity might map to 0 because of an inappropriate codebook being 

applied. Besides, computation complexity in the code book search also lowers the 

encoding speed. 

2.4.5 Discrete Cosine Transform 

The DCT is a fundamental and mature compression technique. It is extensively used 

in data compression. The goal of DCT coding is to minimise the number of retained 

transform coefficients while keeping distortion at an acceptable level [44]. For example, 

JPEG uses 8×8-pixel overlapping blocks to apply DCT. It divides an image into blocks of 

equal size and encodes each block independently. 

A DCT-based distributed source coding compression scheme for HS image has been 

proposed by X. Pan et al. [25]. They modified embedded zerotree DCT (EZDCT) to a 
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wavelet-like tree structure and justified that DCT-based compression as having a lower 

complexity. Later [26, 50] extended DCT to 3D-DCT for HS image compression. The 

2D-DCT in the JPEG standard, a block size of 8 × 8 is chosen for block-based 

compression. The 3D-DCT is used for HS compression, similarly, an 8 × 8 × 8 sub-cube 

is applied. As a result, every 8 bands are grouped when they are compressed, which 

enables each band to be accessed by decoding the grouped bands. Later, an improved 3D-

DCT approach with learning based determination of an optimal quantisation table was 

presented by T. Qiao et al. [26]. It combined the 2D spatial DCT and 2D spectral DCT. 

The algorithm in B. Rasti et al. [50] uses an adaptive band selection to reduce the 

dimensionality, arranging high correlation adjacent bands into one group and then applied 

the JPEG-LS compression standard to the prediction error for compression. 

DCT is considered as one of the traditional compression techniques. It is designed for 

2 dimensional images and is able to remove intra-band correlation. The 3D-DCT 

approach is an enhancement of DCT to extend to multiple dimensional process levels. 

However, 3D-DCT also inherits the drawbacks of DCT as it has to process equal blocks 

independently, thus the reconstructed image gets a blocking effect which severely 

degrades the visual quality. 3D-DCT is also required to partition the integral image into 

many groups of sub-images which is not very efficient in dealing with large 

dimensionality. It also suffers a lack of adaptability. 

2.4.6 2D/3D Wavelets Transforms Based Compression 

JPEG (DCT-based) has advantages such as simplicity of implementation, it is 

inexpensive and it works steadily. The obvious shortcoming of JPEG, as mentioned, is 

image degradation caused by dividing an image into many blocks of equal size and 

processing each block independently, especially at a low bit rate compression. Wavelets 

can overcome this drawback. The earliest wavelet coder is Embedded Zero Tree Wavelet 

(EZW) and the later compression standard JPEG 2000 is one of representative 

compression methods based on wavelets [44]. SA- JPEG 2000 [51] is a transform-based 

method using the JPEG2000 framework, where the spectral redundancy is decorrelated by 

using KLT. They introduced the concept of no-data regions meaning that regions without 
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information may emerge. Basically, it is a 2-D intra-band encoding scheme followed by a 

rate-control method. Subsequently, similar no-data regions [52] based on predictive 

coding have been presented. Their prediction is a weighted average based on context 

similarity, using Golomb–Rice (GR) codes for coding the prediction residuals and 

boundary pixels. GR code is easy to implement and fast in processing, however if the 

probability distribution is not exactly exponential, GR codes may not be very 

advantageous. 

Wavelet-based image compression is seen as a successful technique. A variety of 

sophisticated wavelet-based image compression schemes have been studied such as EZW 

based compression [53, 54], Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) [55], its 

variations in 2D and 3D (SPIHT-2D, SPIHT-3D), and Set Partitioned Embedded Block 

(SPECK) [56]. Regression Wavelet Analysis (RWA) is a predictive scheme which was 

introduced by [57] recently. 

Compression algorithms based on 3D DWT have been presented in [58, 59], where 

the HS image is multi-dimensional. Exploiting the special data structure of HS images, a 

number of 3D transforms-based compression methods have been proposed including 3D-

SPECK which has been applied to HS images to exploit joint properties of the spatial and 

spectral correlations [56]. 3D-SPIHT is named as the benchmark for 3D image 

compression. The tree structure of 3DSPIHT extends a 2D-SPIHT tree structure to a third 

dimension. It has been applied by [55, 60]. The article in [56] proved that 3D-SPECK is 

better than 3D-SPIHT in achieving an efficient compression. AT-3DSPECK (asymmetric 

transform 3DSPECK) was introduced by [61] and is a more efficient tree structure having 

a longer depth and is therefore able to provide better energy concentration. The article in 

[62] extends the Context-Based Adaptive Lossless Image Codec (CALIC) algorithm from 

2D to 3D-CALIC. Besides, the algorithm in [63] used 3D wavelet for denoising to 

achieve good performance. 3-D context-based adaptive lossless image coding (M-

CALIC) [64] is another extension of CALIC, it modified the inter-band predictor and uses 

thresholds in quantisation. It is also a commonly used benchmark encoder and yields 

better coding performance than CCSDS-123. 
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3D transforms-based compression extends common 2D transforms to 3D transforms. 

In particular, rather than selecting a fixed number of spectral components, the 3D 

transforms consider all components and represent them with different accuracies, and 

thus, it achieves maximum reconstruction fidelity. 3D transform does not fully utilise the 

common background of inner bands and spectral redundancy.  

2.4.7 Dictionary Learning and Prediction Based Compression 

Recently, the dramatic growth of machine learning has been accompanied by many 

important developments in signal and image processing [65-67]. Dictionary learning is a 

representation learning method whose aim is to find suitable dictionaries for input data, 

then present that data into appropriate sparse expression elements. Considering the 

spectral structure of the HS image, it is reasonable to use sparse coding for compression 

of HS images. Instead of using pre-defined dictionaries or fixed filter coefficients for 

compression purposes, Dictionary-based learning (DBL) methods take consideration of 

inherent characteristics of the input data, using only a few numbers of dictionary elements 

to present the dataset. In this way dictionary learning-based methods could achieve high 

efficiency performance in compression. 

Applying sparse coding methods for dictionary learning on HS images has been 

studied previously [68]. A discriminative online learning-based sparse coding algorithm is 

proposed [69], which, according to the author, is the first study using a discriminative 

online learning-based sparse coding scheme for HS image compression [69, 70], where 

dictionary generated processes are key steps in determining the compression performance. 

Jifara and colleagues [71] propose dictionary learning algorithms based on spectral 

clustering, which combines classification features of spectral curves and data 

reconstruction capacity of an online-learning dictionary.  

Some researchers have attempted spectral prediction methods, Linear filter prediction 

techniques and the Wiener filter have been used [72, 73]. The scheme in [73] uses a two-

stage predictor. The stage-1 predictor uses Wiener filtering, which is an estimation 

process to minimise the mean square error between the reconstructed band and the 

original band. The stage-2 predictor takes the prediction from the stage-1 predictor as an 
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initial value and conducts a Backward Pixel Search (BPS) scheme on the current band for 

the final prediction value. The algorithm proposed by C.-C. Lin and Y.-T. Hwang [72] 

also uses Wiener filtering and a look-up table for prediction. 

The Wiener filter can be used to filter out the noise from the reconstructed image and 

can be used for either discrete or continuous random processes, but it requires an input 

image signal with known spectral characteristics and must be physically realisable. Under 

these circumstances, Wiener filtering might not be the best technique for spectral 

prediction considering variety and complexity of HS images in practical applications. 

2.4.8 Compression Based On Video Coding Standard H.264/HEVC 

Santos et al. [74] carried out a performance evaluation after applying the H.264/AVC 

video coding standard on HS imagery for compression. A spectral unmixing application 

was used to evaluate the quality of compression. F. Zhao et al. [75] uses macroblock-

based diverse and flexible prediction modes inspired by H264/AVC, where a 4×4 mode is 

employed for the intra-band prediction. The HS images encoded with H.264/AVC can be 

accurately unmixed but the rise of computational cost and compression time has to be 

taken into careful consideration. 

The High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard has shown significant 

improvement over the state of the art transformation based still-image coding standard. 

Gao et al. [76] studied the properties of the multispectral image and proposed a predictive 

lossy compression scheme based on HEVC. 

2.4.9  Compression Based On Deep Learning 

Deep Learning (DL) is rapidly gaining interest in the HS data field. It adopts a deeper 

architecture than Neural Networks (NNs) and increases many parameters of the model so 

that the model utilises more training data. Recent new developments in the DL field have 

focused frequently on HS image classification [77-79] and feature extraction [80-82]. A 

Google research team has recently developed a way to use deep neural networks Tensor 

Flow to compress image files [83]. Deep learning-based methods have achieved 

promising performance in the compression field. Further study on implementing deep 
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learning in the HS image compression field has attracted increasing attention. Because the 

DL model’s increased network size leads to high computation cost and lower efficiency 

of implementation, it has not been widely used in practical applications of HS 

compression however. 

2.5 The HS Image Compression Standard 

In this section, the compression standard of the HS image is outlined. The 

Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS), is a conglomeration of major 

space agencies of the world including NASA and ESA. This committee has defined 

several techniques for HS data compression, and have developed recommended standards 

for data compression: CCSDS 121.0-B-1 [84] and CCSDS 122.0-B-1 [85], and in 2012, 

123.0-B-1 [86] for lossless HS image compression. The purpose of CCSDS is to establish 

a recommended standard for digital three-dimensional image data. It addresses lossless 

compression of three-dimensional data, where the requirement is for a data-rate reduction 

constrained to allow no distortion to be added in the data compression/decompression 

process.  

CCSDS-123 is based on the fast lossless algorithm, it includes two main parts, the 

predictor and the entropy coder. The predictor uses neighbouring pixel values. The 

predicted pixel is calculated by the local sum in the current spectral band and a weighted 

sum of local difference z(t) from the current Z and previous (Z-1) spectral bands. Local 

sum can be calculated in two ways, neighbour-oriented and column-oriented. The 

neighbour-oriented is the sum of four neighbouring pixels in the same spectral frame, for 

example, local sums Ѱ(x,y,z)=P(x-1,y-1,z)+P(x,y-1,z)+P(x+1,y-1,z)+P(x-1,y,z) which is for the scenario 

that all four surrounding pixels are available. (Definitions of used symbols in this section 

refer to CCSDS -123 [86]). The column-oriented local sum can be defined as, for 

example when y>0, Ѱ(x,y,z)= 4P(x,y-1,z); an estimation of local differences z(t) can be the 

inner product of a weight vector z(t)=W (t)Uz(t) where the difference between the local 

sum and the corresponding scaled original pixels is tracked and stored in a vector Uz(t), 

named the local difference vector. Then in the encoding stage, to encode the prediction 
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residuals, the sample-adaptive entropy coding approach is used. A predictor followed by 

an encoder of the prediction residuals is introduced. For an end user to use the CCSDS-

123 standard they need to select a suitable combination of parameters for a specific 

application scenario. A summary of HS compression literature based on the above 

discussion listed in Table 2.1. 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.1 Summary of major contributions and challenges of existing HS image compression approaches. 

Algorithms Authors Contribution 
Inter-band compression 

KLT/PCA 

Transform 

Du and Fowler 2007 
[30]; 

Wang, Wu et al. 2009[31] 

PCA-based compression techniques discard 

part of the image signal. This may not be 

suitable for specific applications. Also, one 

of the major difficulties to apply PCA is to 

determine the optimal number of PCs for 

implementation. 

Pairwise 

Orthogonal 

Transform 

(POT), 

Nian, Liu et al. 2016 [28] It overcomes the problems of KLT, such as 

bit depth expansion, lack of scalability and 

reduces memory requirements 

Band-selection-

based inter-

bands 

compression 

Wang, Gong et al. 2015 
[87];  

Zhu, Zhao et al. 2015 
[22]; 

Zhao, Zhu et al. 2016 
[21] 

Selecting efficient GOBs measure is still 

vital to choose. There is no universal 

metric of GOBs applicable to all HS 

images in different wavelengths.  

Moreover, some of the experimental results 

[15, 16] show that the algorithms can only 

achieve effective compression at low 

bitrate. 
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Algorithms Authors Contribution 

Tensor Zhang, Zhang et al. 2015 
[38];  

Veganzones, Cohen et al. 
2016) [39] 

Tensor can maintain the spatial structure of 

data. But a huge amount of spectral 

information contained in a HS image to 

generate a tensor by using a multiplicative 

update algorithm makes computation 

extremely complicated and sometimes even 

unfeasible. To reduce the computational 

cost and speed up the convergence is very 

important for using tensor.  

 

 

 

Intra-band compression 

Vector 

Quantisation 

Transform 

Zhang, Li et al. 2012 
[47];  

Zhao and Jing 2013  

[48]; 

Li, Ren et al. 2014 [49] 

VQ can achieve a compression result by 

reducing colour distribution. However, the 

design of a codebook is considered to be a 

challenging problem. 

Discrete Cosine 

Transform/3D

CT 

Rasti, Sveinsson et al. 
2012 [50];  

Qiao, Ren et al. 2014 [26] 

DCT is one of the traditional compression 

techniques. It can well remove the intra-

band correlation but inter-band correlation 

is left untreated. Therefore, 3D-DCT 

approach is introduced. It is an 

enhancement of DCT to extend the 

multiple dimensional process level. 

However, the reconstructed image gets 

blocking effects which severely degrades 

the visual quality. 

3D Wavelets 

Transforms 

Tang and Pearlman 2006 
[56]; 

Shingate, Sontakke et al. 
2010 [53]; 

Zala and Parmar 2013 
[55];  

3D transform is not specifically designed 

for features of HS image. It does not fully 

utilise the common background of inner 

bands and spectral redundancy. 
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Algorithms Authors Contribution 

George and Manimekalai 
2014 [54] 

Dictionary 

learning and 

prediction 

based 

compression 

Lin and Hwang 2010 
[73]; 

 Castrodad, Xing et al. 
2011 [70]; 

 Lin and Hwang 2011 
[72];  

Ülkü and Töreyin 2015 
[69] 

Dictionary-based learning methods 

consider the inherent characteristics of the 

input data using only a few numbers of 

dictionary elements to present the dataset.  

It is a data-driven method. Using a 

dictionary generating process is a key step 

to determine the compression performance. 

Video 

Coding 

H.264/HEVC 

Gao, Ji et al. 2014 
[76],  

F. Zhao, G. Liu et al. 
[75] 

Santos et al. [74] 

HEVC standard has shown significant 

improvement over state of the art 

transformation based still-image 

coding standard with spectral 

prediction modelling. 

2.6 Objective Quality Metrics for Compression Assessment 

HS image compression can be evaluated by a variety of metrics. The main assessment 

standards can be summarised as follows: 1) Compression Ratio (CR), CR quantifies the 

reduction in data-representation size. 2) Compression Quality measures the degree of 

image distortion after the compression. The smaller the distortion, the higher the 

compression quality will be. 3) Compression efficiency: the compression process is 

measured by the time cost. The shorter the time, the faster the speed and compression 

efficiency is higher. 4) The complexity of the algorithm includes time, space (memory), 

algorithm (length of program), is a measure of the cost of computation or the amount of 

the space required. 

2.6.1 Image Quality Assessment Categories 

Given the availability of a reference image, objective evaluation of image quality can 

be divided into three types: Full-Reference (FR), Reduced-Reference (RR) and No-
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Reference (NR). Full reference is the comparison between the distorted image and the 

original image which requires the original image to be available for the assessment. FR 

metrics have been widely used to evaluate the performance of the algorithms and 

techniques used in compression [88]. The IQA classification listed in the block diagram 

Figure 2.5 is from Eskicioglu and Fisher [89]. 

 Mean Square Error (MSE): The most common objective criterion, in some 

cases it not exactly the same as the visual factors of the human eye. 

 

Figure 2.5 Classification of Full-Reference Image Quality assessments and metrics [85]. 
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 The Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR): The ratio of the maximum possible 

power of an original image and the power of error introduced by compression. 

The PSNR value approaches infinity as the MSE approaches zero, meaning 

that an excellent image quality has a high value of PSNR. The PSNR (in dB) 

is define as follows, 

where MPVI is the maximum possible pixel value of the image, MSE is the mean 

square errors between the original image and the reconstructed image. 

 Maximum Difference (MD): The maximum absolute difference. 

 The Spectral Frequency Measure (SFM): The image contains higher 

frequencies in the spectral domain and can get a bigger SFM value. 

 The Spectral Activity Measure (SAM): It is defined as a metric of image 

predictability. 

 Normalised Cross-Correlation (NCC): The degree of similarity between two 

images is often calculated with the correlation. 

 

where, one image data sample is S (x,y,w), , , |1 	,1 	, 1

	 ,  is the mean intensity of w-th spectral band S(x,y,w). 	is the mean of the 

template. 

 

PSNR 10 ∙ log 1
2

√
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 Structural Content (SC): It is used to measure the similarity of two images it 

is sensitive to pixel position change such as edge distortion. The weights of 

the pixels are compared position wise. If they are the same, the ratio becomes 

1. 

 The Structural Similarity Index Metric (SSIM): It is a method for 

measuring the similarity between two images. It focuses on factors of 

luminance, contrast and other errors. 

 Pratt Measure (PM): This metric considers the accuracy of edge elements 

and locations. 

 Entropy: It is a widely used metric, Entropy is defined in the context of a 

probabilistic model by Shannon. 

 Mutual information (MI): Measures uncertainty about one random variable 

given knowledge of another. High mutual information indicates a large 

reduction in uncertainty. Zero mutual information between two random 

variables means the variables are independent. 

Considering characteristics of HS data, some metrics can be extended directly to the 

third dimension of HS images, such as MSE, PSNR, and SSIM.  

Extended MSE for three dimension HS data is defined as 

H is the original HS image, is the reconstructed image. x, y, w image coordinate 

indicates. x is column, y is row, w is wavelength. Nx, Ny, Nw accordingly represent the 

numbers of x, y, w. 

MSE
1

, , w , , w  2.3 
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2.6.2 Spectral Similarity Measure 

Some metrics are more specific for HS spectral similarity measurement such as 

spectral angle mapper (SAM) [90], maximum spectral information divergence (MSID) 

[91], and maximum spectral similarity (MSS) [92]. 

SAM is a widely used spectral similarity metrics in remote sensing [93]. It calculates 

the spectral similarity by spectral signatures of image pixels and reconstructed spectral 

signatures after compression. It treats two spectral signatures as two vectors in a space 

with dimensionality equal to the number of bands. 

2.7 Summary 

This chapter has reviewed current HS images compression approaches including the 

current standards. Because of the unique features of HS images, both intra-band and inter-

band compression need to be considered based on the application of specific demands. 

Some basic concepts in the theory of HS compression have been introduced, however 

the existing algorithms generally could not provide significant compression, especially 

SAM MAX  2.2 

  

∑ , , ′ , ,

∑ , , ∑ ′ , ,
 2.3 

MSID measures the distance between two pixels vectors viewed as distributions. 

MSID MAX x, y ln  

 

2.4 

where	 , , /|| , , . ||   

and 

 	 , , /|| , , . ||1 
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inter-band compression. There is scope to improve compression by adopting new 

technologies. Hence, redundancy in different dimensions has been explored by 

considering OCP in Chapter 3, and this thesis has also brought up a novel algorithm by 

using predicted bands with previously encoded bands by considering their inherent 

distributions with modelling (Chapter 4) and machine learning to better approximate the 

succeeding spectral band for substantially reduced inter-band residual (Chapter 5). 
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Chapter 3 

Efficient Compression of Hyperspectral Images Using 
Optimal Compression Cube and Image Plane 

* The content of this chapter has been published by R Xiao and M Paul, "Efficient compression of 

Hyperspectral images using Optimal Compression Cube and image plane," Lecture Notes in Computer 

Science ," Vol. 8935, pp. 167-179, 2015. [Impact Factor: 0.51] 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter is a preliminary analysis of data redundancy of HS images in row, 

column of spectral bands and along different dimensions. The objective is to develop an 

optimised compression framework.  

Ordinary RGB images have only three channels, contains very limited spectral 

redundant information. HS images have a large amount of redundant information in both 

the spatial and spectral domains. Many traditional compression methods can effectively 

remove the spatial redundancy but ignore the great amount of redundancy that exists in 

the spectral domain. To describe a three-dimensional (X, Y, W) HS data cube, X and Y 

represent two spatial dimensions which usually can be interpreted as continuous natural 

images as shown in Figure 3.1, W represents a range of wavelengths, where it can be seen 

each slice of a HS image along wavelength, represented as a two dimensional image in 

the direction of the W axis as in Figure 3.1 (a) and a demonstration of X, Y, and W 

coordinates as in Figure 3.1 (b). The contiguous spectrum for each image over 

wavelength interval produces a vast amount of data, therefore HS image compression has 

its own characteristics, requiring the effective removal of redundant information to obtain 

a desired compression ratio.  
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In a real-world scenario, an across-track imaging sensor or typical push-broom 

imaging sensor, the X and Y axes indicate different directions respectively. It is also 

important to note that the order of HS spectral bands in order of increasing or decreasing 

wavelength is usually not the optimal sequence for compression. Rearranging the order of 

spectral bands actually can affect compression performance [86]. The following section 

will mainly analyse the spectral correlation and rearranging the 3D cube of HS images. A 

directional representation using different image coders in 2D dimension (X×Y)×W, 

(Y×X)×W, and (W×X)×Y is also introduced in this chapter to investigate the best 

compression image plane. 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.1. A HS image (a) with sequential slices along the wavelength direction and (b) an 

example of X, Y, and W coordinate. 

3.2 Intra-band Spatial Correlation Analysis 

To estimate the degree of interrelation between variables in a manner not influenced 

by measurement units, the correlation coefficient, is commonly used. It is also an 

important indicator to measure the similarity between two data samples. The Intra-band 

spatial correlation is the correlation in the same spectral band between adjacent pixels. 

Usually, the degree of spatial correlation can be expressed by using a correlation function. 

A two-dimensional spatial Correlation Coefficient CC(x,y) can be represented as, 

 

, ,
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where, one image data sample is S (x,y,w), , , |1 	,1 	, 1

	 ,  is the average pixels intensity of w-th spectral band.  

Therefore, an intra-band adjacent CC of rows Xcc can be obtained when j=0, i=1 

∑ ∑ , , 1, ,

∑ ∑ , ,
 

3

.3 

 

Then, when i=0 and j=1, the definition of the intra-band adjacent CC of column YCC 

is, 

 

∑ ∑ , , , ,

∑ ∑ , ,
 

3

.4 

The intra-band CC of adjacent rows Xcc and intra-band CC of adjacent columns Ycc 

can be used to comprehensively evaluate the spatial correlation of HS images. The closer 

the value is to 1, the higher the spatial correlation is, and the more statistical redundancy 

exists. The ground-based HS lab data, Pot, Strawberry, Soil, Flower and Vase were 

selected as the test data and intra-band rows Xcc and columns Ycc were calculated for each. 

The results are shown in Figure 3.2. 

Figure 3.2 gives the average intra-band correlation along two directions, along rows 

Xcc and along columns Ycc. It can be observed that for all the HS data obtained very low 

correlation at the first 10 bands in both directions, and the redundancy along Y-axis are 

slightly higher than that along X-axes. 
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Figure 3.2. Average Correlation Coefficient of HS sample data along row Xcc and along column direction 

Ycc. 
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Three HS images Average Correlation Coefficient (ACC) between adjacent rows 

below 0.9, Pot 0.88, Soil and Flower both obtained an average Xcc of approximately 0.87. 

In ACC, between adjacent columns, also the relatively low correlation exists at the first 

30 bands although the succeeding bands Ycc do reach above 0.9. Correlation of Soil, Ycc is 

only about 0.85. 

While a normal two-dimensional image of CC is more than 0.9, some are even higher. 

This result might be caused by the HS imaging sensor having captured the complexity of 

material with the variation of reflectance or emittance, such as soil, where each pixel 

displayed independent reflected energy across the spectrum. Accordingly, the Intra-band 

correlation of the HS image is relatively weak. 

3.3 Inter-band Spatial Correlation Analysis 

The spectral inter-band correlation of HS images often refers to the similarity 

between pixels in the same spatial position corresponding to different spectral bands. 

Band ∈ 1,2,⋯ , ) Inter-band correlation can be measured by comparing , ,  

and 	 , , 1 .  is Band w and Band w+1 correlation.  can be evaluated 

exactly using the equation,  

, , , , 1  3.5 

After discrete and normalised processing, Equation 3.5 can be converted to a two-

dimensional inter-band correlation function as, 

∑ ∑ , , , , 1

∑ ∑ S , , ∑ ∑ , , 1
 3.6 

To measure if two Individual spectral bands are correlated or not, see Figure 3.3. 
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.  

 
 

Figure 3.3 Inter-band Correlation Coefficient of HS sample data 
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From the above results, the conculusion is that the inter-band correlation between 

spectra of HS images is very high, even in the front of the spectrum, which is an 

increasing process. 

The high Correlation Coefficient reaches 0.99 in the middle and latter segments of the 

wavelength. All the average CC values are above 0.9: Pot 0.93, Strawberry 0.97, Soil 

0.93, Flower 0.92, Vase 0.96 resulting from the following causes: 

(1) In most cases, the spectral signatures of each object for each area of the 

electromagnetic spectrum have similar shapes. So it has the certain relevance. 

(2) All spectral bands of a HS image normally reflect the same scenery or the 

same object. The identical structures in all bands can cause a certain high level 

of correlation.  

(3) The spectral resolution determines the width of the band. The smaller the 

value is, the greater the number of bands in the same spectral range, the 

stronger the correlation between adjacent bands may present.  

In summary, the above experiments indicate that to minimise the inter-band residual 

under the predicted compression frame is applicable for HS image compression. 

3.4 Spectral Band Entropy Analysis 

The entropy for a HS image is an estimation of randomness. Named after 

Boltzmann's Η-theorem, Shannon used it for the information theory introduced in his 

paper [94]. The size of entropy measures the quantity of information conveyed by the 

image. It reflects the richness of image information. In general, the greater the entropy of 

the image, the less information is carried which means more data redundancy. In this 

case, the compression ratio is greater. For example, a low entropy image usually is a 

simplistic image with a pure background colour with very little contrast. The values of 

adjacent pixels are identical or correlated. The image entropy is close to zero. 

Accordingly, the image can be compressed to a relatively small size, that is to say, the 

compression ratio is high and data redundancy is large. 
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Figure 3.4. Entropy Analysis of HS spectral bands along wavelength direction 
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On the opposite side, a high entropy image normally contains a large amount of 

information with low correlation between pixels and less data redundancy and 

consequently cannot be compressed as much as low entropy images. To understand each 

spectral band information content, a comparison is made for the compressibility of every 

single spectrum as shown in Figure 3.4. 

Soil obtained the highest entropy values because of its complicity of texture. By 

comparing the experimental HS images can be observed all the entropy values exceeded 3 

after the twentieth bands, then peak entropy values appeared at the intermediate bands. It 

also reveals that a large amount of information of the HS image that is conveyed is not 

evenly distributed in the individual band. The result provides a reference to find the 

optimal compression scheme for HS data cube. 

3.5 Optimal Compression Cube and Image Plane 

Finding efficient geometric representations of images is one of the key problems to 

improve HS image compression. In this thesis, a novel framework of pre-processing for 

HS data compression is proposed which is an adaptive optimal compression plane (OCP) 

determination pre-processing module which can be used as a pre-processing step prior to 

any standard image coding scheme. It differs from the existing paradigms by ignoring the 

physical meaning of X, Y, and W, axes. The principle is similar to a 3-D transform 

referred to by [95, 96] and measures the amount of redundancy along each axis and 

determines the highest data redundancy in the different dimensions and finally selects the 

best coding plane. The framework is based on the correlation/characteristics and the 

structure speciality of the HS cube to explore information redundancy in a fuller range. 

The purpose is to reduce the spatial and spectral correlation simultaneously and then 

archiving or transmitting the optimised compression result. 

Some researchers treat a video as a temporal (along T-axis) collection of two 

dimensional pictures (formed by X, Y axes) and compress them by exploiting spatial and 

temporal redundancy in the pictures using different video encoders [97-99]. The 

researchers defined an optimal compression plane (OCP) determination strategy based on 
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the correction coefficient among different directions (i.e., XYT, TXY, TYX) as a pre-

processing step to find the best compression plane without applying video coder in each 

plane thoroughly. In most cases the OCP plane can predict the optimal plane to provide 

the best rate-distortion performance by a coder. The attempt is to treat a HS image as a 

3D cube similar to a video as the spectral correlation (band redundancy) is generally of a 

high value but not always stronger than spatial correlation[100].  

A HS image form into different 3D data cubes and 2D image planes. Then an OCC 

determination strategy is applied on the 3D data cubes to find the best one based on the 

CC. After finding the best 3D data cube plane, different image and video coders for actual 

rate-distortion performance verification applied. A HS image can be reconstructed in 6 

directions of the 3D data cube, XYW (this is the direction that HS images are normally 

captured, stored, and displayed), YXW, WXY, XWY, WYX, and YWX. Although there are 

six directions that can form a HS 3D data cube, it is shown in section 3.6 that using 

different coders it is found that the two reversed data cubes such as WXY and XWY 

provide the same rate-distortion performance. Thus, in the experiment it need only to use 

three directions (such as XYW, WXY, and WYX) to find the OCC. In addition to 3D 

formation it was also explored directional representation in a 2D dimension (XY)×W, 

(YX)×W, and (WX)×Y where two dimensions in bracket form the first dimension and the 

third dimension forms the second dimension in an image.  

 

Figure 3.5. Different 3D data cubes (XYW, WXY, WYX) from where the proposed 

optimal compression cube algorithm selects the best cube based on the CC. 
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The following sub-sections will describe 3D cube formations, 2D image plane 

formation, OCC formulation, and different encoders used in the proposed technique.  

3.5.1 3D Plane Reconstruction 

The data structure of a HS image contains extensive redundancy among X (i.e. a 

spatial dimension), Y (i.e. the other spatial dimension), and W (i.e. the wavelength 

dimension). Therefore, it needs to determine the higher redundancy alone of the different 

axes before each HS image compression. In the first step, the aim is to construct a 3D 

cube along the different axes of a HS image. Figure 3.5 shows a HS image termed Vase in 

different cubic forms. From the figure, it can be easily observed that the spatial and 

spectral correlations in XYW, WXY and WYX cubes are different. Thus, a specific coder 

may exploit the redundancy of a cube in a better way compared to other coders which 

justifies the rearrangement of a HS image into different 3D cubes. 

3.5.2 2D Plane Reconstruction 

As mentioned earlier some coders may not exploit the directional redundancy in the 

best way, thus the study also explore the compressibility of different coders by grouping a 

HS image into different 2D image planes. Like 3D cube formation, a 2D image plane 

using six directions can be made. Again, the reversed image planes show no difference 

when different image encoders applied. Three examples of 2D images of the same HS 

image, Vase are given in Figure 3.6 (for better visualisation whole images in the figure 

could not be provided). In the data set, a HS image has 1040×1392×61 resolutions where 

X = 1040, Y = 1392, and W = 61. 2D images in different directions of a HS image in 

X×(YW) can be  i.e., 1040×84912(=1392×61), Y×(XW) i.e., 1392×63440(=1040×61), and 

W×(XY) i.e., 61×1447680(=1040×1392). 
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(a) X×(YW) 

(b) W×(XY) 

(c) Y×(XW) 

Figure 3.6. Reconstructed 2D images in different planes. 

3.5.3 OCC Determination from Different 3D Cubes 

Normally when a HS image is captured, slices are organised on a certain wavelength 

interval, in most cases 10 nm, and HS images may have two or more bands slices. To 

obtain the value of spatial and spectral redundancies, the average of CC Intra-Band 

Prediction is used to describe the statistical relationship between neighbouring spectral 

bands. Then OCC determination will help to choose an optimal cube. The CC of n-th slice 

Pn, then have,  
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where Sm is a median slice of a HS cube and 	 is the average pixel intensities of Pn slice. 

Unlike the existing OCP scheme [98], the algorithm do not calculate the CC using 

adjacent slices or frames in the proposed OCC technique. As the property of a HS image 

is different from the property of a video, the median slice information is used to calculate 

the CC of each slice in different directions. The median slice is the most dominant 

wavelength of a HS image for major applications and the median slice has the most 

dominant visual information of an image, thus, the median slice uses as the reference 
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slice. The higher redundancy may reflect in raising the value of CC. The OCP 

determination is mathematically described as follows, 

∑ ,, ,…  
3.8 

∑ ,, ,…
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3.11 

, ,  are used to represent the amount of correlation, measured along the W, X 

and Y axes, Fx, Fy and Fw are the number of reconstructed slices along each axes. 

to the algorithm determines average CC in each 3D data cube and then the proposed 

OCC technique find the optimal cube based on the maximum value of average CC from 

different cubes. The experimental results are shown in Figure 3.7 and reveal that in most 

cases the XYW cube provides the maximum CC. In the experiment section the best 

encoder provides better results in XYW cube in 3D formation in most cases. The study 

also test the rate-distortion performance by different coders based on the predicted 

direction using the existing OCP technique. The experimental results show that OCP fails 

to predict the accurate direction for HS images. Thus, this evidence proves the validity of 

the proposed OCC technique to predict the optimal compression cube direction. 

3.5.4 Different Coders and Evaluation Criteria 

The performance comparison of OCC is verified using two of the most popular image 

compression methods such as Motion JPEG, JPEG and JPEG2000 and the latest video 

coding standard HEVC. Image coding standards such as JPEG is based on DCT and 

JPEG2000 and motion JPEG are based on wavelets transformation. For 3D data cube 
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compression, the study uses the latest video coding standard with limited motion search to 

exploit the redundancy between adjacent slices or images. To verify compression 

performance, quantitative and qualitative comparison have been used. The quantitative 

comparison is based on the PSNR (refer to Chapter 2) for subjective evaluation. It 

measures reconstructed images using different cubes or planes with different encoders.  

 

Figure 3.7. The Correlation Coefficient along different axes where XY axes indicate 

XYW cube, WY axes indicate WYX cube and WX axes indicate WXY cube.  

3.6 Experiments 

The proposed algorithms have been applied to different HS images such as Pot, Vase, 

Flower, Strawberry, and Soil. In this experiment, the study use the HEVC video encoder 

along with image encoders to exploit the redundancy between slices. The quantisation 

parameters (QPs) used in HEVC are from 10 to 51 to see wide range of different quality 

and bit rates where QP=10 provides super quality picture with high bit rates and QP=51 

provides inferior quality picture with low bit rates. For all JPEG encoders the study use 3 

to 93 quantisation parameters for a wide range of quality and bit rates where 3 provides 

lower quality and 93 provides higher quality. 
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Figure 3.8. Rate-distortion curves of standard HS images using JPEG, JPEG2000, and HEVC 

coders on three different 3D arrangements (i) XYW, (ii) WXY, and (iii) WYX. 
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Table 3.1  The voting result of the optical compression ratio using HEVC video coder and other image 

video coders JPEG/JPEG2K 

Image

s 

Low Bit rates (0 to 0.5 bpp + 35 PSNR or 

more) 

Pot HEVC 

XY 

JPEG 

XY 

JPEG  

WY 

Soil HEVC  

 XY 

JPEG2000 

XY 

JPEG 

XY 

Vase 

JPEG2000 

 XY 

JPEG 

XY 

HEV

C 

XY 

Straw

berry JPEG2000 

 XY 

JPEG 

XY 

HEV

C 

XY 

Flowe

r 

JPEG2000 

XY 

JPEG 

XY 

JPEG 

WY 

 High bit rate (>0.5) 

Pot 

HEVC 

XY 

JPEG 

WX 

HEV

C 

WX 

Soil 

HEVC 

XY 

JPEG 

WX 

HEV

C 

WX 

Vase JPEG2000 

XY 

JPEG 

XY 

JPEG 

WY 

Straw

berry 

JPEG2000 

XY 

JPEG 

WY 

JPEG 

XY 
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Flowe

r 

JPEG2000 

XY 

JPEG 

XY 

JPEG 

WX 

3.6.1 Compression Results Based On 3D Cubes 

In this subsection, the OCC framework is validated using image encoders such as 

JPEG2000, JPEG and HEVC. The PSNR gain is listed based on those coding standards 

respectively. These examples demonstrate in five HS images: Pot, Soil, Vase, Strawberry, 

and Flower. For more information about these data, refer to the section 4.3.1 Brimrose 

HS . 

Figure 3.8 shows that the rate-distortion performance in the XYW cube is better than 

the WXY or WYX cube for all images. This result is also consistent with the proposed 

OCC strategy where the OCC selects the XYW cube based on the CC in this direction (see 

Figure 3.7). Although the OCC technique selects a different cube as the optimal cube, the 

best coder provides better rate-distortion performance in the XYW cube for Flower image. 

However, the rate-distortion performance of the selected cube by OCC does not perform 

significantly inferior. JPEG2000 with XYW cube provides the most distinguishing results 

compared to other two cubes where XYW direction provides comparable results to other 

coders, however, it provides significantly lower compression results in the other two 

cubes. HEVC does not provide the best rate-distortion performance compared to the other 

coders, however, it performs reasonably well with different cubes.  

 

Figure 3.9. Using Motion JPEG encoder in XYW, WXY, and WYX cubes for Soil 
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image. 

The study also investigate the rate-distortion performance using another popular 

video compression encoder, Motion JPEG to test for the best cube for compression. The 

experimental results (see shown Figure 3.9) show that Motion JPEG along the XYW cube 

also provides better results compared to other directions.  

 

Figure 3.10. Rate-distortion performance of five standard HS images using JPEG coder on three 

different 2D arrangements (i) X and YW i.e., 1040 × 84912, (ii) Y and XW i.e., 1392 × 63440, and 
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(iii) W and XY i.e., 61×1447680.   

Table 3.1 summarises the results shown in Figure 3.8 where the coding results of 

HEVC, JPEG2000 and JPEG are listed and compared among the five images in terms of 

PSNR and different bit per pixel (BPP). Table.1 shows the best compression ratio 

between low bit rates and high bit rates. The experiment demonstrates that the HEVC 

encoder achieves better compression results at XYW and WXY cubes at high bite rate, 

especially when the BPP is higher than 0.5 or PSNR is more than 35 dB. At low bit rates 

i.e. below 0.5 BPP and above 35 dB PSNR, the XYW cube outperforms the other coders. 

JPEG2000 is also a prime encoder of HS images in both low and higher bit rate. 

3.6.2 Compression Results Based On 2D Image Planes 

Reconstructed 2D image planes in the experiments demonstrate excellent 

performance for HS image compression. Corresponding PSNR can reach up to 50 dB at 

0.5 BPP. Images preserve clear edge and pattern information well for clear visualisation. 

Rate-distortion curves in Figure 3.10 illustrate that the reconstructed image using the 

X×(YZ) image plane presents noteworthy higher performance comparing to other planes. 

 

 

Figure 3.11. Reconstructed Vase HS image (shows a small part of the Vase image for 

clear visualisation of patterns and edges) for subjective evaluation in different 2D 
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image planes using JPEG encoder; the left sub-figure shows entire slice of Vase HS 

image, the right sub-figure shows a small part of an original image, reconstructed 

image using X×YW plane, Y×WX, and W×XY from top row to bottom row 

respectively.  

In addition to objective result comparison, the study also investigate subjective 

evaluation with the reconstructed images in 2D planes. The subjective evaluation is 

evaluated using Figure 3.12. It depends on human eyes to identify the differences between 

images. The right sub-figure highlight a small part of the Vase image that reflects human 

visual impacts caused by different compression qualities. Figure 3.11 demonstrates that 

reconstructed 2D plane on Y×(XW) preserves clear edge and pattern information well for 

better visual perception. Although the other two planes X×(YW) and W×(XY) compressed 

by the same encoding standard with a similar quality, partial edge information has been 

lost that can be detected by normal human vision. 

3.7 Conclusion 

There are a number of methods to compress HS images using different 

transformations and feature extractions strategies. However, in most cases they reduce 

dimensions (i.e., reduce reflectance in some wavelength range) of a HS image for 

compression purposes. This may not be appropriate for a number of applications as 

during this process some valuable information might be removed.  

In this chapter the algorithm form a HS image into different 3D cubes and 2D image 

planes and then apply popular image and video encoders to gauge the compression 

performance by exploiting spatial and spectral redundancy without losing specific 

wavelength information. To do this an optimal compression cube proposed to predict the 

optimal 3D cube for the best rate-distortion performance. The result confirms that the 

natural cube (i.e., XYW) performs best. The results also indicate that HEVC and 

JPEG2000 are better encoders where HEVC provides more consistence performance in 

different directions compared to JPEG2000. Experimental results also show that the 

proposed optimal compression cube prediction technique can predict the optimal 3D cube 
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successfully in the most cases. The proposed OCC framework is compatible with any 

compression encoders and decoders since the required pre-processing is independent of 

the encoding scheme to be used. The OCC framework is easy to implement with low 

additional computational complexity with only the simple step of calculation of the CCs 

need to be involved. 

The study also investigate the coding performance by rearranging a HS image into 2D 

image planes. The experimental results show that an encoder provides the best 

compression results in 2D plane compared to 3D cube. The contributions in this chapter 

can be summarised as below:  

 

(i) Formulation of an OCC determination strategy based on the HS property. 

(ii)  Explore both 3D compression cube and 2D image plane for better 

compression.  

(iii) Investigate the compressibility of the latest video coding standard HEVC on 

HS images. 

(iv) Comprehensive compressibility analysis using different standard image and 

video coders. 
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Chapter 4 

Reflectance Prediction Modelling For Residual-Based 
Hyperspectral Image Coding 

* The content of this chapter has been published by Paul, M., Xiao, R., Gao, J. and Bossomaier, T. (2016), 

“Reflectance prediction modelling for residual-based hyperspectral image coding,” PLoS ONE 

11(10):e0161212, 2016. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0161212 [CORE A]. 

 

* R. Xiao, M. Paul, and T. Bossomaier (2015), “Hyperspectral Image Coding using Spectral Prediction 

Modelling in HEVC Coding Framework,” 30th IEEE International Conference on Image and Vision 

Computing New Zealand, pp. 1-6, IEEE, 2015. [Rank B]. 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a novel compression framework using Reflectance Prediction 

Modelling (RPM) based on Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for a HS image is proposed. 

The GMM has a simple structure and, with its ease of calculation, has been widely used 

in a range of theoretical and practical applications. In comparison to traditional modelling 

techniques, GMM has evident advantages in accuracy of modelling and the complexity of 

the model. It is a parametric probability density function represented as a weighted sum of 

Gaussian component densities.  

The Gaussian probabilistic model normally represents distributed components. 

Sampled data are decomposed into several Gaussian probability density functions (normal 

distribution curve) formed model. The theoretical basis of GMM is that as long as the 

number of Gaussian mixtures is sufficient, arbitrary distributions can be approximated 

with a weighted average of these Gaussian mixtures with arbitrary precision. GMM is 
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commonly used as a parametric model of the probability distribution of continuous 

measurements or features. 

In this chapter, a low-complexity predictive compression scheme using GMM is 

proposed. It is simple, easy to calculate, comparable and practical. Detection and 

extraction of the common information from individual spectral bands of HS images can 

significantly remove data redundancy. The study use common information modelling and 

extraction as a key step in each band for the process of predictive compression 

algorithms. 

The modelling process of the common information extraction is used to generate the 

grey histogram of the image, it reflects the occurring frequency of grey values and 

estimation of the image grey probability density. Its greyscale values have obvious 

differences, the greyscale histogram of the image presents a bimodal valley shape with 

one peak corresponding to the common information. For the greyscale images with 

complicated values it is usually presents as multi-peak. By considering the multi-peak 

characteristics of a histogram as a superposition of multiple Gaussian distributions, the 

common information extraction of a HS image can be achieved. The distribution of 

reflectance values in different wavelength bands for a number of different types of objects 

are given in Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1. An example of a HS image where different materials (e.g. soil, vegetation, and water) show 

distinct reflectance-distribution in particular wavelengths [106]. 
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Figure 4.1 shows an example of a HS image with distinct reflectance-distribution in 

particular wavelengths, such as soil, vegetation, and water which provide a unique 

signature based on the reflectance values. The basic idea of modelling is to extract a fine 

level difference in reflection from the current spectral band if pixels in the current band 

fitting with the Gaussian model select the point as the common information point. The 

common information in the spectral sequence are summed to a weighted mean, 

determined mainly by two parameters, variance and means decision. The learning 

mechanism of variance and means will directly affect the stability, accuracy, and 

convergence of the model. 

To take advantage of the similarity and variability among contiguous spectral bands, 

a common informatics wavelength (CIW) band in each band is generated using the 

customised dynamic background modelling (DBM) (section 4.4.2) and a linear spectral 

predicted band by considering the differences of spectral bands. The first wavelength 

band is encoded as intra-coded and the remainder of wavelength bands in a HS image are 

coded as inter-coded (similar to video coding) by using two reference bands: one is the 

immediately previous encoded wavelength band and the other is an instant CIW band. 

Obviously the CIW band is updated before encoding the current band using the spectral 

predicted band and the DBM.  

This is a new approach using HEVC inter-coding for HS data compression, with 

RPM noticeably improving the HEVC-inter compression performance in the experiments. 

It is argued that in the proposed method there is a fundamental shift from the existing 

“original pixel intensity”-based encoding approaches using traditional image coders (e.g. 

JPEG2000) to the “residual” based approaches using a video encoder. A modified video 

encoder is required to exploit spatial-temporal-spectral redundancy using pixel-level 

spectral modelling; this is due to the different characteristics of a HS image in their 

spectral and shape domain of panchromatic imagery, compared to traditional RGB (Red, 

Green and Blue) images/videos.  
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4.2 Background 

A HS image can be encoded without significant loss of information hence for this 

purpose optimal compression cube (OCC) has been introduced in Chapter 3. It calculates 

the average of CC of the intra-band then determines an OCC for higher data redundancy. 

OCC has well-preserved transform information and can achieve a higher rate-distortion 

performance. 

Figure 4.2. Entropy analysis using original pixel reflectance and 

residual between adjacent bands for HS images from NASA 

dataset. 

Lossless and lossy compression ratios for HS images using the pixel-based encoding 

techniques are around 3:1 and 80:1, whereas the lossless and lossy compression of a video 

using the latest video coding standard i.e. HEVC are 3:1 and 1000:1 respectively, 

depending on the application requirements [107]. Thus, there is scope to improve the 

lossy compression ratio with a large margin for a HS image if the algorithm 

fundamentally shift from the existing “original pixel reflectance”-based coding 

approaches using traditional image coders (e.g. JPEG2000) to the “residual” based 

approaches using a video coder. Moreover, entropy analysis of HS images, based on the 

original pixel reflectance and residual between adjacent bands, shows that residual-based 

entropy is smaller compared to the original pixel reflectance entropy (see Figure 4.2). 

Note that smaller entropy provides more compression as it takes fewer bits to encode. The 
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figure reveals that the entropy using residual is only from 19% to 33% of the original 

pixel reflectance for NASA HS images. The figure indicates that a residual-based encoder 

e.g. video coder should provide better compression compared to the original pixel 

reflectance-based encoder (i.e., JPEG2000). 

The HS image compression technique using H.264 (predecessor of HEVC) [74, 76] 

outperforms a number of conventional image-based HS image compression techniques 

where both spatial (i.e. intra) and spectral (i.e. inter) correlations are exploited. Although 

it is a residual-based approach, it could not outperform existing HS compression 

techniques with large margins due to the relatively larger magnitude of HS-residual 

between adjacent bands. To achieve better compression the purpose is to develop a 

predicted band similar to the current band for smaller residual.  

Recently DBM-based video coding [74] has attracted more attention due to its better 

compression and lower computational time compared to its rival algorithms. The DBM 

exploits uncovered dynamic background areas through a Gaussian model to improve the 

rate-distortion and computational performance. The basic idea of DBM is to keep the 

pixel intensity for background frame generation, which does not change significantly over 

time (i.e. for a number of consecutive frames). HS image structure can be assumed as a 

video in consideration of different wavelength bands as different temporal frames of a 

video. However, the characteristics of spectral band-images are different compared to 

video frames. In the video, objects in the foreground are more likely to be moving while 

the background remains somewhat static, remaining almost the same over multiple frames. 

In a HS image, spectral reflectance changes over the different bands and there is hardly 

any object for which reflectance does not change in the spectral bands. Thus, DBM to 

predict the upcoming wavelength band cannot be used, as spectral reflectance in each 

wavelength band is different. Straightforward application of background modelling for 

HS image compression in the HEVC framework [75] didn’t provide satisfactory results. 

Note that a HEVC compression and coding technique should provide comparable 

compression performance for a HS image compared to other techniques such as JPEG, 

Wavelet-based encoders, and PCA as it can exploit the residual of the adjacent 
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wavelength bands. This is due to the magnitude of the reflectance-residues between 

adjacent spectral bands that is smaller compared to the original reflectance. 

Multiple experiments were performed using three different HS datasets covering both 

airborne and ground-based types of HS images. Comparisons include the proposed HS 

image coding technique with the relevant state-of-the-art scheme JPEG2000, JPEG, PCA-

DCT, HEVC and other wavelet-based encoders 3D-SPIHT, ASWDR and EZW. In the 

initial experiment the study observed that the spectral reflectance changes gradually with 

different bands. Obviously, the gradient of changes is varied for different objects (see the 

reflectance for soil, vegetation, and water (seen Figure 4.1). Thus, in addition to applying 

DBM in the HS image compression under the HEVC coding framework in a 

straightforward way, the proposed method need to model a Common Informatics 

Wavelength (CIW) band using predicted spectral reflectance so that the generated CIW 

band is closer to the current wavelength band compared to the previous wavelength band. 

Using the CIW band as an extra reference band in the HEVC video coding framework 

should provide more compression while encoding the current wavelength band. This is 

due to higher similarity with the current band compared to the previously encoded 

wavelength bands. The results of the experiment confirm that the proposed compression 

technique based on RPM outperforms the standalone HEVC and other mainstream 

compression techniques. 

4.3 Dataset 

In addition to continuing to employ the previously dataset, experiments in this section 

have included both publicly available open datasets and laboratory datasets. 

4.3.1 Brimrose HS Imaging Sensor 

The experimental HS images were captured using a Brimrose HS imaging sensor at 

Griffith University, Australia, consisting of an array of spectral reflectance of size 

1392×1204×61 spatial pixels. Images were captured of both indoor and outdoor scenes 

under daylight illumination.  
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An Optical tunable filter was used, capable of acquiring a HS image by sequentially 

tuning the filter through a series of sixty-one narrow wavelength bands, each with an 

approximately 10 nm bandwidth and interval steps at 10 nm, starting from 400 nm to 1000 

nm. Examples of the HS images are shown in Figure 4.3. The 500 nm wavelength in the 

visual range is used to represent the HS image while an actual HS image is a 3D image. 

Pot  Pot presents in[RGB] space 

Soil Soil presents in [RGB] space  

Figure 4.3 Continued 
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Strawberry Strawberry presents in [RGB] space  

Flower  Flower presents in [RGB] space  

Figure 4.3. Examples of laboratory HS images (a wavelength of 500nm) used in the experiments. 

4.3.2 Natural Scenes Dataset 

On top of the dataset collected from the Brimrose HS imaging sensor, another 

publicly available HS dataset popularly known as natural scenes [109] was also used in 

the test. The natural scenes dataset consists of a mixture of rural scenes from the Minho 

region of Portugal, containing rocks, trees, leaves and grass, and urban scenes from the 

cities of Porto and Braga. Images were obtained during the summers of 2002 and 2003, in 

Figure 4.4 particular care was taken to avoid scenes containing movement. Scenes were 

illuminated by direct sunlight in a clear or almost clear sky. Each HS image has 
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wavelength bands from 400 to 720 nm with 1018×1339×33 resolutions (however, Scene 5 

has 32 bands). 

The greyscale image of Scene5 Scene5 band#=17 

The greyscale image of Scene6 Scene6 band#=17 

Figure 4.4. Examples of HS images from natural scenes used in the experiments 
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Figure 4.5. AVIRIS reflectance data represent geological features, including images Cuprite_1, Cuprite_2, 

Cuprite_3, Cuprite_4 and Indian_Pine. Image resolutions are 614×512×224. 
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4.3.3 Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer 

The dataset used in this part of the experiment is from AVIRIS reflectance data 

shown in Figure 4.5. AVIRIS data are mainly collected for identifying, measuring, and 

monitoring constituents of the earth's surface and atmosphere based on molecular 

absorption and particle scattering signatures. It delivers calibrated images with 224 

contiguous spectral bands and approximately 10 nm spectral resolutions covering the 0.4 

– 2.5 μm spectral range. The data presented in Figure 4.5 were collected from mineral 

mapping at Cuprite, Nevada. 

4.4  Reflectance Prediction Modelling 

A RGB image cube has three (Red Green and Blue) colour components, along the 

wavelength axis. In contrast a HS image can be considered as an image cube where the 

wavelength axis is represented by hundreds of contiguous spectral bands. A pixel in a HS 

image is actually a vector with a dimension equals to the number of spectral bands. Such 

inter-band spectral information can be used for spectral prediction. In this chapter the 

study propose the RPM technique to improve the compression capability of a HS image 

and use Gaussian mixture-based CIW band modelling into the HEVC video-coding 

framework. Note that images have been converted from a 16 bits HS image into an 8 bits 

HS image before applying different encoders as some encoders could not handle more 

than 8-bit images.  

4.4.1 Motivation of Multispectral Data Prediction 

In consideration of spectral information of a HS image, the spectral correlation 

between adjacent bands are seen easily. The similarity and variability among contiguous 

bands can be presented preferably by RPM. Figure 4.6 (a) and (b) shows a graphical 

representation of the spectral reflectance of randomly selected 20 pixels in 61 wavelength 

bands ranging from 400 nm to 1000 nm using two HS images. The dataset comprises 220 

bands with a spectral coverage from 0.4 to 2.5 μm. Each pixel x along spectral bands n is 

a vector. Figure 4.6 a and b show two types of images with a different range of bands, 
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scene and intensity and demonstrate that probability distribution and correlation of the 

pixel vector x are measureable and predictable. Thus, prediction modelling can be 

developed through quantitative comparison via spectral similarity measures, allowing for 

a HS image to present as a single slice key band with spectral shape information.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.6. The distribution of spectral reflectance in different bands: (a) and (b) the effective spectral 

reflectance of 20 pixels randomly selected in the range of 61 bands (400 nm to 1000 nm) of HS sample 

spaces. 

The observed spectral reflectance seen in Figure 4.6 shows varying degrees of 

correlation in HS data although the rate of increase or decrease might vary depending on 

the content of the objects in a HS image. The differences in spectral information between 
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two adjacent wavelength bands are typically very small and therefore includes a high 

amount of data redundancy. Thus, it is possible to generate a CIW using the existing 

Gaussian mixture-based modelling [74, 108] by customising the modelling mechanism. 

4.4.2 Customised Gaussian Mixture Modelling for an HS Image  

A customised DBM based on GMM is introduced in this thesis. As mentioned 

previously, GMM is a weighted sum of K Gaussian models to characterise the intensity of 

the pixels of the HS image. When each new slice acquires at the current nth band, the 

value of a pixel reflectance is used to match with the GMM models. If a match is found 

the pixel intensity is included in the model and updates its parameters based on the newly 

satisfied pixel intensity. If a match is not found then a new model is introduced where the 

mean is assigned as the new pixel intensity and the weight is assigned an arbitrarily high 

value. If the maximum number of K Gaussian models is reached, it is replaced by a new 

model. Normally the replaced model selected is based on the lowest ratio of weight and 

standard deviation amongst all models. The model, which provides the highest value of 

weight and lowest value of standard deviation, is normally classified as the background 

pixel. 

Assuming that the kth Gaussian, representing a pixel reflectance with mean , 

variance , and weight , then	∑ 1∀ . The Gaussians are always ordered based 

on /  in descending order, with the top Gaussian modelling the most stable reflectance. 

The system starts with an empty set of models and then for every new observation  at 

the current band n, it is first matched against the existing models in order to find one (say 

the kth model) such that | | 2.5 . 2.5 is the user defined threshold. If such 

a model exists, its associated parameters , , and 	are updated. Otherwise, a new 

Gaussian is introduced with , arbitrarily high , and arbitrarily low  by evicting 

the last model if it exists (based on /  in descending order). A pseudo code for the CIW 

generation steps is given in Figure 4.7. 
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Algorithm [Ψn, Ωn] = Φ (  Ωn-1, α) 

 

Parameters: Xn is the pixel reflectance at predicted current band n; each model contains 

mean, standard deviation, and weight i.e. {μ, σ, ω}; and  are the structure of k 

Gaussian mixture models at spectral band n and n-1 respectively; Ψn is a pixel reflectance 

of CIW at band n; α is the update parameter. K is the maximal number of GMM. 

For the first time, the initial parameters are set as  = { , 30, 0.001}; Ψn= ; 

otherwise  

 IF , for any i≤K 

1 ; 

 the weights of the remaining Gaussians (i.e. l where l ≠ i) are 

updated as 

  

 ELSE 

  Find the maximum number of models, τ in Ω; 

  IF (τ <K) 

    

  ELSE 

    

  ENDIF 

 ENDIF 

 Normalised all so that ∑ 1  

 for all k={1,...,K}; 

 Sort based on  in descending order; 

  

Figure 4.7. Pseudo code of CIW generation algorithm. 
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1)  If the current pixel  meets the condition | | 2.5 . 	satisfies with 

one of the Gaussians models, i.e. a match is found and then updates all relevant 

parameters. 

2)  Otherwise no match is found with any of the K Gaussians; the pixel might be a new 

background or foreground. Another Gaussian model needs to be introduced with an 

initial parameter setting [74, 108].  

3)  If the number of the Gaussian models has already reached the maximum number, the 

proposed algorithm need to evict an existing model based on the ratio of weight and 

standard deviation. 

The parameters are updated as follows where α is the learning parameter,  

1 ;  4.1 

1 ;  4.2 

1 ;  4.3 

A mixture of K Gaussian distribution models is used to model each pixel reflectance 

independently. The pseudo code to generate a CIW band (i.e. Ѱ) uses pixel reflectance of 

different bands, which is very similar to the pseudo code described in [74, 108]. The main 

difference is to use a predicted band pixel reflectance instead of the previously encoded 

band. The other difference is that using the mean reflectance value of the maximum 

weighted model to generate a CIW band rather than the most recent pixel reflectance.  

The CIW is an approximation of the current trend of the band based on previously 

encoded bands. It represents the average trend of the pixel reflectance over different 

bands. Thus, it is a good approximation of the common informatics of pixel reflectance. 

The CIW band is very close to the current band, it is used as an extra reference band to 

encode the current band. Sometimes, the CIW might provide a large residue compared to 

the current band due to a sudden change of the reflectance of material in a wavelength. To 

tackle this phenomenon the immediate previous band is used as another reference band 

for encoding the current band. The Lagrangian multiplier [110] is used to select an 

appropriate reference image between the CIW and the immediate previous band based on 
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the bit requirements and distortion in block level. Instead of providing each encoded 

wavelength band into the DBM , a spectral predicted wavelength band is used. For 

example when encoding nth wavelength band, (n-1)th and other previously encoded 

wavelength bands are used to generate a spectral predicted band, based on the correlation 

of previous bands then sending the predicted band to the CIW modelling. Subsequentlythe 

generated nth CIW as an additional reference band is used to encode the nth wavelength 

band.  

4.4.3 Spectral Predictor and Compression 

The above-mentioned Gaussian models determine the CIW band using a number of 

wavelength bands. The proposed method predicts the current nth band by using gradients 

of two immediate previous encoded bands i.e. (n-1)th and (n-2)th bands and previous trend 

of gradients for creating a reference band. The current gradient is calculated as follows, 

1  4.

4 

where Dn is the weighted gradient for nth band using the previous weighted gradient Dn-1, 

the weighted gradient between two recently encoded bands Pn-1 and Pn-2. w = 0.3 to 

balance between the previous gradient and the most recent gradient.  

To generate a CIW, a spectral predicted band is provided , which is generated by 

The rationality of adding the gradient with the previous encoded band to 

obtain the predicted band is that the assumption is the variation of the reflectance in the 

next wavelength follows the same tendency of gradient that it experienced recently. If the 

assumption is that the CIW modelling function is , then there is the CIW,  

 and Pn-1 are used as reference bands to encode the current Pn wavelength band. The 

whole prediction process is presented as a flowchart in Figure 4.8 

.1 nnn DPB  

 ).('
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Figure 4.8. Block diagram of the spectral prediction and referencing 

technique for the proposed method. See section 4.4.3 for details. 

4.5 Experiment Result 

The RPM algorithm is implemented by using GMM under the HEVC video-coding 

framework. In the proposed method dual reference frames are used where the predicted 

band is used as the second reference frame and immediate previous band is used as the 

first reference frame. In HEVC two immediate previous bands are used as the reference 

frames. The evaluation of RPM with other state-of-the-art image encoders JPEG2000, 

JPG, HEVC-intra and PCA-DCT calculated at the first set of tests then by a performance 

review of RPM with wavelet transform-based encoders conducted in the next section. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

Figure 4.9 Continued 
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(g) (h) 

 

(i) 

Figure 4.9. Rate distortion performance of nine HS images using the proposed RPM method, JPEG2000, 

JPEG, PCA-DCT, and HEVC encoder techniques. 

As mentioned in section 4.3, experiments were performed on test images taken from 

three sets of images: Flower and Vase, Scene5 and Scene6 and AVIRIS data from 

Cuprite_1 to Cuprite_4 and Indian_Pine. To evaluate the RPM encoder compression 

performance is presented in Figure 4.9. It is clear from the results that the proposed RPM 

scheme outperforms other encoders. The observed difference in PSNR is between 0 to 5.0 

dB. Furthermore, JPEG2000 and HEVC are two competitive encoders according to the 

content of HS sample images. PCA-DCT could not obtain high PSNR because PCA 

selectively discards part of the energy of a HS image signal since only a subset of the 
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eigenvectors has been selected. It is noteworthy that RPM has the most visible superiority 

for the Nature Scene and AVIRIS datasets. This conclusion is reached because the 

Brimrose HS imaging sensor collects Flower and Vase in the laboratory environment with 

a small portion of objects and a large portion of black background, where almost all 

encoders perform in a similar way. The other two datasets Scene and AVIRIS were 

collected from complicated outdoor environments, particularly the Cuprite set. 

Consequently, RPM can acquire high quality predictive results for images of a 

complicated scene. The performance of the RPM is better compared to other encoders 

except JPEG2000 for the Indian_Pine HS image. Probable reasons for this could be the 

different entropy and resolution of the Indian_Pine image compared to the Cuprite HS 

images. The entropy of the Indian_Pine image based on the residual is 40% larger 

compared to the Cuprite HS images, and the original resolution of the Indian_Pine HS 

image is smaller compared to the Cuprite HS images. 

 

As the encoded bands are used in the predicted and CIW generation process in both 

encoder and decoder, there is no need to encode the CIW band to transmit for the decoder. 

The algorithm uses a dual reference band and IPPP format (i.e. the first wavelength band 

is intra-coded and other bands are predicted inter-coded) for both standalone HEVC and 

the proposed RPM algorithm in the HEVC platform. The algorithm do not use any motion 

estimation, as unlike video, each wavelength band has no motion compared to its previous 

image. However, HEVC tree-structured block partitioning is used to get the best-matched 

block to minimise residual error.  

It is known that less prediction error variance always leads to less residual noise, less 

prediction distortion, and higher compression efficiency. Since no scene change happens, 

CIW-based prediction provides smaller residue compared to the inter-bands’ residue in 

some cases, and this results in a better compression ratio compared to the HEVC. 

Moreover, the proposed technique provides better rate-distortion performance compared 

to some wavelet-based encoders due to its better ability to exploit the correlation between 

inter-band similarities. 
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Figure 4.10 shows computational time comparison and amount of references used by 

the second reference band between the proposed RPM scheme and the HEVC scheme. 

Figure 4.10 shows that the proposed scheme requires 3~4% extra computational time 

compared to HEVC as the proposed scheme needs some computational time for 

generating the predicted band and the CIW band through DBM modelling. The figure 

also reveals that the proposed scheme provides almost constant reference areas using the 

second reference band i.e. the CIW band, which is around 10% for different bit rates and 

quality. On the other hand, the HEVC provides very high reference at the low bit rates 

and very low reference at high bit rates. This indicates the worthiness of the CIW band as 

the reference band for a wider range of bit rates. 

 

 

Figure 4.10. Computational time requirement of the proposed RPM scheme with respect to HEVC (left) and 

the percentage of reference came from the predicted spectral band i.e. CIW band and the 2nd reference band 
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by the proposed scheme and the HEVC respectively.   

For the purpose of comprehensive comparisons to a variety of encoders, comparisons 

have been done by RPM with three standard wavelet based image coders: 3D-SPIHT, 

ASWDR and EZW, according to the experimental results published in [111]. They 

demonstrate that 3D-SPIHT can obtain a better compression result; bit per pixel per band 

(bpppb) is lower than 3D-EZW at the same level of PSNR. Therefore, 3D-SPIHT is 

chosen to compare with the proposed method. Furthermore, one of the most recent image 

compression algorithms is the adaptively scanned wavelet difference reduction (ASWDR) 

algorithm, which is another benchmark encoder based on wavelets comparing distortion 

performance with compression ratio (refer to [112]). The scanning order of ASWDR is 

different to WDR as it dynamically adapts to the location of edge details in an image and 

this enhances the resolution of these edges in compressed images. Accordingly, ASWDR 

exhibits better perceptual qualities, especially at low bit rates.  
 

Table 4.1. Rate distortion performance of example HS images using the proposed RPM method, 

3D_SPIHT, EZW, and ASWDR 

Imag

es 

Low Bit rates 0.5bpppb 

(35 PSNR or more) 

 E

ZW 

AS

WDR 

3D-

SPIHT 

R

PM 

Cupri

te_1 

3

9.39 

39.5

1 

39.57 3

9.62 

Cupri

te_2 

3

5.34 

38.4

1 

40.33 4

0.45 

Cupri

te_3 

3

8.99 

39.6

4 

39.85 4

0.04 

Cupri 3 29.8 31.24 3
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te_4 1.36 7 1.66 

 High bit rate 1 bpppb 

Cupri

te_1 

4

5.70 

49.1

3 

48.01 4

9.23 

Cupri

te_2 

4

4.87 

43.6

5 

45.98 4

7.0 

Cupri

te_3 

4

3.93 

45.0

8 

44.85 4

5.43 

Cupri

te_4 

4

2.46 

44.7

2 

47.51 4

8.19 

The rate-distortion results are summarised into two categories, low bit rates 

(0.5bpppb) and high bit rates (1 bpppb) in Table 4.1. It is the subsample used of Figure 

4.9 and it can be observed that, in most cases RPM presents excellent performance 

compared to other wavelet-based encoders. Particularly outstanding performance is 

shown in the high bit-rate range, where 3D-SPIHT techniques also provide competitive 

results. 
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Figure 4.11. Comparison of predicted reflectance and original reflectance for sample 

HS images. 

The experiments implemented to validate the prediction error between the CIW band 

and the original reference band. For clear comparison the calculation of average pixel 

reflectance of a randomly selected 16×16 pixel block from the middle of the HS image for 

both the original bands and the predicted bands. Figure 4.11 illustrates the comparison 

results of predicted reflectance and original reflectance for two sample images. The figure 

confirms that the predicted pixel reflectance is very close to the original pixel reflectance 

over the different bands. This indicates that in a number of cases the CIW band is selected 

against the immediate previous band as a reference band to encode the current band. 

4.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, HEVC-inter encoding is examined for HS data compression under the 

Reflectance Prediction Modelling technique to improve compression capability. Then it 

extracted an instant spectral band of the HS image using Gaussian mixture-based 

modelling. The generated instant common informatics wavelength is used as the 

additional reference band for encoding the current band under the latest video coding 

standard HEVC framework. HEVC framework is used by considering different bands of a 

HS image as a different frame or picture of a video. 
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The proposed HS image coding technique outperforms the relevant state-of-the-art 

scheme JPEG2000, JPEG, PCA-DCT, HEVC and other wavelet-based encoders 3D-

SPIHT, ASWDR and EZW. Overall, the proposed method generates a higher 

compression rate while maintaining the quality of the image with comparable 

computational time so that it covers a wide range of applications. 
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Chapter 5 

A Block-Based Inter-band Predictor Using Multilayer 
Propagation Neural Network for Hyperspectral Image 
Compression 

* The content of this chapter has been published by X. Rui and M. Paul, “Hybrid adaptive prediction 

mechanisms with multilayer propagation neural network for hyperspectral image compression Springer 

Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS), pp. 162-173, In Pacific-Rim Symposium on Image and Video 

Technology 2017. Springer, Cham.2017. [ PSIVT 2017 CORE B], [SJR Q2]. 

 

* Dusselaar, R. and Paul, M, “A block-based inter-band predictor using multilayer propagation neural 

network for hyperspectral image compression,” IEEE Transactions on circuits and systems for video 

technology, Submitted at 22nd February 2018, Tracking number TCSVT-01954-2018, Status: Under review 

[JCR Impact Factor 3.6, JCR Rank Q1, Rank 1 in Multimedia, SJR Rank Q1.] 

* Rui Dusselaar nee Xiao. 

5.1 Introduction 

The unique structure of HS images has resulted in their compression methods being 

different from the commonly used image compression and video encoding methods 

because of different reflection values in different bands and the lack of motion 

respectively. Both spectral and spatial redundancies need to be fully considered. The 

predictive encoding is one of the basic techniques realising image compression. Using 

intra-band, inter-band, or hybrid predictors to decorrelate the redundancy of HS images is 

a very active research direction. Regardless of which type of predictors have been chosen, 

an ideal intra/inter-band predictor is the maximum approximation to the actual target data, 

followed by entropy coding. The encoding and decoding processes only act on residuals, 

which consequently reduces the computational complexity and transmitted cost.  
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In Figure 5.1, an example of a HS image is shown. It illustrates that each pixel P = 

(p1, p2,… pn) is a vector with 224 elements. Those pixel vectors have properties of 

nonlinearity, continuity, and similarity. Especially, the similarity trend in neighbouring 

bands of the spectrum can be extracted as learning samples to train a neural network. This 

point has been well proven in the experiments results of section 5.4. 

Figure 5.1. Selected-Max/min/mean pixel values are shown against 224 different spectral bands with 

wavelengths from 0.4 to 2.5 μm of the Cuprite 2 image of NASA’s AVIRIS dataset to demonstrate the 

wide range of values and variations in different bands which make HS image compression 

challenging. The red curves at bottom and top are Min and Max reflectance values respectively, the 

curve in black is Mean of green pixels vectors. 

By studying inter-band prediction encoding, and if the prediction accuracy is high 

enough, the amount of transmitted data could be reduced dramatically. The artificial 

neural network based coding technique for image compression research is very active and 

developing fast. Its predictive ability can be exploited using a predictive coding technique. 

Especially BIP-MLPNN with back propagation training algorithm is one of the most 

popular neural network algorithms and have been used largely in image processing [110, 

111]. The method in [112] predicts the band-wise correlation of HS images based on a 

generalised regression neural network. The main novelty of the proposed approach is to 

utilise the excellent nonlinear approximation capability of artificial neural network (ANN) 

to develop a high accuracy predictor, preferably approximating the relationships between 

the current band and the succeeding band for the purpose of inter-band prediction. The 

compression process only encodes the weights and the biases of the vectors of neural 
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networks which require few bits to transfer. Thus, the proposed algorithm achieves 

significant image quality improvement compared to the existing methods. 

5.2 Methodology 

The multilayer feed-forward network can be used to approximate almost arbitrary 

curves if there is enough neurons in the hidden layers [113]. The neural network stores 

the specific information into the weights and biases of the network. The current spectral 

band is used as a training data set, and the next band is the training target set in the 

encoder side. Then weights and biases need to be encoded by the binary entropy encoder. 

In the decoder side, the next (target) band can be reconstructed by using transferred 

weights, biases, and residuals based on the immediately previous band information. This 

is equivalent to representing the original sample with a smaller data set which is actually a 

compression process. 

 

Figure 5.2. A simplified prediction process by the proposed algorithm. The flow chart illustrates the 

prediction process. 

Figure 5.2 illustrates the prediction process of the proposed algorithm. It consists of 

six main parts: data normalisation; BIP-MLPNN encoder; entropy; BIP-MLPNN decoder; 
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images reconstruction and reverse normalisation. The step-by-step operations are 

described below: 

Step 1. Pre-process, resize and rescale image data to a 256×256 matrix with a range 

between [0, 1]. 

Step 2. Use equation 5.1 for BIP-MLPNN modelling. Use a transfer function tansig 

as the hidden layer and the linear function purelin as the output layer. 

Step 3. Tune the weights and biases of the network to approximate the expected 

value.  

Step 4. Encode the weights, biases and compensation residuals if needed. Send to 

decoder. 

Step 5. Band reconstruction by using the BIP-MLPNN decoder. The MLPNN 

decoder is the same structure network as encoder side. The MLPNN decoder can 

reconstruct the image by using function tansig and purelin with the weights, biases, and 

the previous band as input data. 

Step 6. Reverse normalisation, mapping minimum and maximum values to [0, 255] 

data space. 

The first nonzero band is encoded as lossless binary codes then transmitted to the 

decoder. The BIP-MLPNN is trained on the encoder side and then the weights and biases 

are sent to the decoder side. Each upcoming band needs only to be trained once, as the 

prediction process is an iterative process. Considering the first band as input data and the 

second band as the target output, the predicted band is the actual output data of BIP-

MLPNN. Thus the actual output band will be used as the input band for the next 

prediction process. That is to say, for the upcoming third band, the decoded second band 

(after compensating the residual with the predicted second band with help of decoded 

biases and weights) is used as the input. The actual third band is the training target. In the 

decoding site, the decoder reconstruct the predicted band from the biases, weight, and the 

previous band. Then the iterative process will continue until the last band has been trained 

and reconstructed at the decoder side.  
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5.2.1 Motivation 

As a demonstration, cuprite 1 image is from AVIRIS data set as an example. Figure 

5.3 shows that the average of the CC of the neighbouring band can be up to 0.998. A 

stronger correlation is assumed if the CC value is closer to 1. A high degree of linear 

correlation in the figure can be seen. It provides the foundation for using the current band 

to approximate the reflectance value of the succeeding band. 

The 224 contiguous spectral bands have covered from 0.4 to 2.5 μm of the spectral 

range. Each spectral band has a defined range at 10 nm, 400 nm is the first band; 410 nm 

is the second band and so on. A few damaged bands around 101 (1410 nm) and 151 (1910 

nm) bands have been eliminated to assure HS data correctness.  

 

 

Figure 5.3. The Correlation Coefficient of adjacent bands 

5.2.2 Image Data Pre-process 

The data correlation among the neighbouring pixels e.g. between the current band l 

and the next l+1 band is the basis for the proposed predicted coding technique. The BIP-
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MLPNN learning algorithm is adopted based on feedforward neural network to predict 

the (l+1)th band, and after that residuals are encoded. The goal is to minimise the value of 

mean square error (MSE) of surrounding bands.  

Each band has been resized to a 256×256 matrix and rescaled to a range between [0, 

1] which are the expected values of the input and output of the proposed MPLNN 

technique. Then the image was partitioned into 4×4-pixel blocks and each block is 

converted to a 16×1 vector as the input neuron numbers are 16. Each band converts to a 

16×4096 matrix as seen in Figure 5.4 

 

 

Figure 5.4. Construction of input space. Input HS images are divided into 4×4 blocks of 256 pixels, and 

each block is converted to a 16×1 vector. The input data is l band and the output will be predicted l+1 band. 

5.2.3 Multilayer Neural Network Architecture 

The BIP-MLPNN is used as 16-10-16 and 16-16-16 architecture layers, the input and 

output layers are 16, hidden layers are 10 or 16. This architecture network can be used as 

a function approximator. The objective is to find a function that maps from the current 

band (input band) to approximate the reflectance value of the following band (target 

band). The input data will be a 16× 4096 matrix of lth band and the output will be the 
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predicted (l+1)th band. The transfer function tansig is used as a hidden layer and the linear 

function purelin is used as the output layer. Because purelin is used as the output layer 

data, there is no need for it to be normalised, however, normalised data can speed up the 

convergence rate. In the multilayer networks the output of one layer becomes the input to 

the following layer. The advantage of this structure of the network is that it can be used as 

a non-linear approximator and constrain the outputs of the network to between 0 and 1. 

The network structure is illustrated at Figure 5.5. The equations for the hidden layers f1(n) 

and output layer f2(n) is given at equation 5.1 where x is the net input to a neuron.  

 

2
1 1

 5.1 

5.2.4 The Error Calculations and Weight Adjustments  

The training process of BIP-MLPNN is basically tuning the values of the weights and 

biases of the network to approximate the expected value. The training process first 

propagates the input forward through the network and then propagates the sensitives 

backward through the network. First, choose some initial values for the weights and 

biases in the range from -1 and 1 before training the network. The initial values of the 

weight and the bias were chosen randomly. Equation 5.1 was used to calculate the input 

Figure 5.5. MLPNN network structure presents as a 16-10-16 architecture layer. The

tansig f1(x) transfer function is for the hidden layers and linear function purelin f2(x) is for

the Output layers. 
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and output values of each layer. The mean squared error E between the target P and the 

predictive value is defined as, 

1
′  5.2 

 

where M is the number of P. Then the weight vector can be updated by, 

 5.3 

where I is the identity matrix,	  given as the learning rate, and J is the Jacobian Matrix 

[114]. The Newton's method is a second order algorithm because it makes use of the 

Hessian matrix. The Jacobian Matrix is easier to calculate than Hessian matrix, as the 

second-order partial derivatives do not need to be calculated. Therefore, the Levenberg-

Marquardt (LM) algorithm as a training function has been chosen. The LM generally is 

the fastest training function as it embraces the Gauss–Newton algorithm (GNA) and the 

method of determining the gradient descend together. 

5.2.5 Bands Reconstruction 

The only need to encode the weights { } { } and biases { } { } is to send 

them to the BIP-MLPNN decoder side. The BIP-MLPNN decoder is the same structure 

network as the encoder side. The previous l band is used as an input band, and 

substituting the parameters { } { } and { } { } into equation 5.1, 

2

1 1
 

Where p is input data, p1 is the output from the hidden layers and output layer p2 is the 

linear output layers and the target band Pl+1 can be calculated. For each 16×4096 band 

matrix, calculated n×16 { } and n×16 { } matrix need to be encoded, where n 
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represents the number of hidden layers, e.g. each band has 65,536 pixels. The BIP-

MLPNN model using 10 hidden layers will only need to encode a 10×16 { }, 16×10 

{ } matrix, and 10×1 { }, 16×1 { } vector. Matrices by mapping minimum and 

maximum values to [0, 255] data space are calculated then follow a lossless encoding 

algorithm. The compression ratio is therefore significantly improved. An example is: an 

image of the size of 256×256 needs to encode 65,536 pixels, for the weights { } 

{ }and biases { } { }, it will only encode two 16×10 matrixes for weights, 10×1 for 

the first bias and 16×1 for the second bias. Their values are from 0 to 255 after mapping. 

The maximum and minimum values of each matrix for mapping data also need to be 

encoded. The experimental results reveal that the bit requirements for encoding the 

maximum, minimum, biases, and weights are less than 1% of the data to be encoded, in 

comparison with encoding HS inter-band residuals. 

5.2.6 Prediction Mechanisms 

The predicted band result derived from the target values is further compensated for 

this step. The ultimate purpose of error-correction learning is to bind the relative error 

between predicted band and the target band. The predicted band is approximated to the 

targeted band but is not identical, in some cases the bias needs to be corrected. The 

decoder has no original pixel information however using quantisation step sizes in a 

predictive lossy compression that could reach a near-lossless compression ratio. We 

encode the quantisation step refer to Marco et al. [9]. The process is an adaptive 

prediction mechanism. Assume that Ol is the compensation value for lth band, 

1  if the predicted pixel value is smaller than the targeted band pixel or the 

predicted pixel is bigger, set 1 . In the decoder, Ol will be transmitted 

in the form of a short integer. These data will be read by the decoder and used to 

recalculate the image data after compensation	 ′  is the quantisation step 

size applied to that residual.  is the reconstructed pixel, λ represents maximum 

acceptable relative reconstruction error.  
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5.3 Dataset 

The Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) reflectance dataset is 

a publicly available high-dimensional HS datasets from NASA [1]. AVIRIS data are 

mainly collected for identifying, measuring, and monitoring constituents of the earth's 

surface and atmosphere based on molecular absorption and particle scattering signatures 

and represents geological features of the earth. The 224 contiguous spectral bands cover 

0.4 to 2.5 μm of the spectral range. The wavelength of each spectral band is 

approximately 10 nm. As seen in Figure 5.6, Cuprite 1, Cuprite 2, Cuprite 3 and Cuprite 

4 were collected from mineral mapping at Cuprite, Nevada. Moffett Field is from 

California. Jasper Ridge is located in the central region of the Coast Range of California. 

 

Name Imaging Feature 

Cuprite 1 

 

RGB band # 

[76,143,180] 

Geological features, 

Mountain View 
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Name Imaging Feature 

Cuprite 2 

 

RGB band # 

[76,143,180] 

Geological features  

Figure 5.6 Continued 

Cuprite 3 

 

RGB band # 

[43,143,170] 

Geological features 

with low variance 
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Name Imaging Feature 

Cuprite 4 

 

RGB band # 

[43,143,180] 

geological features 

with high variance 

Moffett 

 

RGB band # 

[76,143,180] 

vegetation,  

urban, water 

Figure 5.6 Continued 
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Name Imaging Feature 

Jasper 

 

RGB band # 

[29,20,12] 

Vegetation 

distributions wetlands, 

grasslands and 

serpentine soils 

Figure 5.6. AVIRIS reflectance imaging demonstration. 

5.4 Experiment Result 

All of the experimental HS images have been resized to 256×256 for verification 

purposes. The numbers of neurons of input and output layers are 16. The experiments 

have used image data check validation at 10 and 16 hidden layers respectively. The 

maximum time of training is 1000 seconds. The training goal of MSE is set to 0.0001. 

5.4.1 BIP-MLPNN 10 Hidden Layers Best Validation Performance 

The validation of the BIP-MLPNN model is obtained at the end of each training 

procedure. MSE gives the difference of best validation performance between observation 

and simulation. The sample data are automatically divided into three parts: training set 

40%, validation set 30% and test 30%. Those three sets do not overlapped. The network is 

adjusted according to training error. The validation set is to determine whether the 

training is stopped when BIP-MLPNN generalisation is no longer improving. The testing 

set has no effect on training. It provides an independent measure of network performance. 
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(a) 

(b) 
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(c) 

(d) 
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 (e) 

 

(f) 

Figure 5.7. The validation performance of the BIP-MLPNN model  
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Figure 5.7 shows the performance validation with MSE error performance function. 

In particular, the test red line needs further attention. It is BIP-MLPNN 

calculation/training results that plot MSE values against the number of training epochs. 

The best validation performance is listed as below: 

The number of epoch indicates the iteration at which the validation performance 

reached is a minimum. Figure 5.7 (a) shows Cuprite 01, the iteration at 118 Epochs 

performance has reached the minimum error. Figure 5.7 (b) shows Cuprite 02, the 

iteration at 154 Epochs performance has reached the minimum error. Figure 5.7 (c) shows 

Cuprite 03, the iteration at 124 Epochs performance has reached the minimum error. 

Figure 5.7 (d) shows Cuprite 04, the iteration at 81 Epochs performance has reached the 

minimum error. Figure 5.7 (e) shows Jasper, the iteration at 173 Epochs performance has 

reached the minimum error. Figure 5.7 (f) shows Moffett the iteration at 192 Epochs 

performance has reached the minimum error.  

The three coloured solid lines on the graph are: the performance of the MSE in each 

epoch during the training process, blue is the training set, green is the validation set, and 

the red is the test set. The best performance is taken from the epoch with the lowest MSE. 

If the test curve had increased significantly before the validation curve increased, then it 

is possible that some overfitting might have occurred. The plots above show a very good 

training process with less errors. The validation and test curves are close to fit best 

performance in all modelling process that were performed. The training results also 

explain that the BIP-MLPNN model is feasible. 

5.4.2 Average Training Time in the Training Stage  

When 3D set partitioning coding methods in HS image compression performance 

reach the minimum error, the training time is also calculated which is shown in Figure 

5.8. For time for each training session per spectral band were calculated, the longest was 

Moffett which costs about 30 second/band and the shortest training time recorded was for 

Cuprite 04 which was 15 second/band. Note that the experiment is performed in a PC 

with Intel® Core™ i5-4760 and RAM 8GB. 
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5.4.3 BIP-MLPNN with 10 Hidden Layers Performance Verification 

Figure 5.9 - Figure 5.14 show four regression plots for the training set (Train), the 

validation set (Validation), the test set (Test) and the entire dataset (All) in the 

experiments with HS images. They illustrate the obtained output, target, and R-values. 

Correlation Coefficients (R-value) between the outputs and the targets values are well 

fitted. R-values are calculated for evaluating the trained BIP-MLPNN model. It is the 

quantification expression how close the predict band to the target band. The X axis is the 

actual target value and the Y axis is the output value. The reflectance values of pixels are 

plotted against the targets (circles). The dashed line in each plot represents the perfect 

result – outputs = targets. The solid line indicates the best linear fit. If the R-value related 

to the training set is 1, which indicates the best fit, the target values equal to the predictive 

values and no errors. In the experiments, the R-values in the training progress, validation 

progress, test progress, and all results are greater than 0.99.  

Figure 5.8. Average training time second/band 
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Figure 5.9. Performance of the BIP-MLPNN model, Cupite01 four regression plots for

the training set (Train), the validation set (Validation), the test set (Test) and the entire

dataset (All).R=0.99465 

Figure 5.14. Performance of the BIP-MLPNN model, Moffett four regression plots for the

training set (Train), the validation set (Validation), the test set (Test) and the entire dataset

(All). R=0.99205. 
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The error histograms in Figure 5.15 demonstrate additional verification of network 

performance. It indicates outliers and computes the error values as the difference between 

target values and predicted values. The blue, green, and red bars represent training data, 

validation data and testing data respectively. The Y axis represents the number of sample 

points, and the X axis represents error, the errors are calculated by the difference between 

Targets and Outputs. In all experimental results, about 50% predictive data fall on the 

zero error line. 
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5.4.4 BIP-MLPNN with16 Hidden Layers Performance Verification 

The study have verified 10 hidden layers in the previous section. In this section the 

BIP-MLPNN model in 16 hidden Layers is implemented. Actually, regression plots show 

that the proposed BIP-MLPNN has been improved with 16 hidden layers as seen in 

Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17. Moffett R values have been further improved from 

R=0.99205 to R=0.99979. Jasper R values are improved from R=0.99569 to R=0.99987. 

The error histograms shown in Figure 5.18 also indicate that with16 hidden layers, the 

range of differences between targets and output is further reduced. The results reflect the 

residuals between inter-bands are markedly decreased. 
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Figure 5.16. Performance of the BIP-MLPNN model, Moffett four regression plots with 16 hidden layers, 

R=0.99979 

 

Figure 5.17. Performance of the BIP-MLPNN model, Jasper four regression plots with 16

hidden layers, R=0.99987 
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Figure 5.18. Error Histogram with 16 hidden layers with 20 bins show errors between target and actual 

output.   

The error histograms shown in Figure 5.18 also indicate that with16 hidden layers, 

the range of differences between targets and output is less than 10 hidden layers. Error 

range is reduced dramatically. Prediction errors were between [-0.031, 0.036] in Moffett, 

and [-0.04, 0.047] in Jasper with 10 hidden layers. The range of prediction errors has 

dropped to [-0.005, 0.0049] in Moffett, and [-0.004, 0.0054] in Jasper with 16 hidden 

layers. However, zero errors decreased in Jasper. This shows that increasing the number 

of layers only does not necessarily increase the accuracy of the model. 

 Additionally, the Error Histogram for all data from Figure 5.15 to Figure 5.18, the 

residual values are 0 is almost reach between 3×104 and 4×104 instances (pixels) that also 

reflected that residual values have been significantly removed. 
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Figure 5.19. A demonstration of HS image cuprite 1 compressed result by BIP-MLPNN model 

Figure 5.19 is a demonstration of the compression results using band 101 (l=100) of the HS 

image cuprite 1. The predicted l+1 band is after prediction of the proposed method and the 

residual between the l and l+1 neighbouring bands. The residual images calculated the 

prediction error between target and predicted l+1 band are shown in its histogram. The figure 

illustrates that most of the residual values are 0 which indicates the BIP-MLPNN approximator 

achieves good results, resulting in requiring less number of bits to encode.  
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

Figure 5.20. Rate distortion performance of HS images using the proposed BIP-MLPNN model, JP2K 

(JPEG 2000), JP2K-residual (JPEG 2000-residual), JPEG, JPEG-residual encoder techniques and further 

comparison at low bit rates.
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Figure 5.20 shows the rate distortion (RD) performance of selected experimental HS 

images using the proposed BIP-MLPNN model, JP2K, JPEG2K-residual, JPEG, and 

JPEG-residual encoder techniques. The reason to select those four encoders for 

comparison, mainly because they are well-known and reliable benchmark encoders. At 

present, many newly developed methods are actually still based on these algorithms with 

only partial improvements. JP2K treats each band individually, encoding each band 

separately by using JPEG 2000 (JP2K) image compression standard and coding system. 

JPEG is a similar method that deals with each band but uses the JPEG standard. JP2K-

residual and JPEG-residual calculate the residual of the current band and the previous 

band, but only encode the residual instead of encoding each band by the JP2K or JPEG 

encoder. Additionally, other competitive encoders are chosen, the state-of-the-art 

methods: 3DSPECK [27] AT-3DSPECK [28], AT-3DSPIHT [20] for comparison 

purposes as shown in Figure 5.21. As the existing methods used the Jasper image, the 

study also provided results of the proposed method with this image. 

The BIP-MLPNN model shows obvious advantages at low bit rate ranges as it only 

needs to encode weights and biases. Both JPEG2K-residual and JPEG-residual are 

encoded based on the residuals between the target band l+1 and the previous band l. 

Overall, BIP-MLPNN model improved the compression ratio at very low bit rate. 

To further clarify the accuracy of the BIP-MLPNN predictor, the experiments use 

three metrics: the MSE (equation 2.), the SSIM [115], and the PSNR (equation 2.1) for a 

comparative analysis with the CCSDS-123 predictor. This experiment focuses on the 

accuracy of the prediction, with no entropy coding involved. The MSE, the SSIM, and the 

PSNR are calculated between the target band and the predicted band and shown in Table 

5.1. Through the comparison of experimental results, it is shown that the BIP-MLPNN 

predicted data can fit with the target data very well. It shows more advantages on both the 

MSE and PSNR metrics. On the other hand, both predictors get very close values at SSIM 

metrics, all above 0.998. 
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Table 5.1. Predictor performance comparison with CCSDS-123 standard 

MSE 

BIP-MLPNN CCSDS-123 

upr

ite 

1 

0.5676 

upr

ite 

2 

0.7736 

upr

ite 

3 

0.627 

upr

ite 

4 

0.4634 

0.6702 
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uff

et 

asp

er 

0.0185 

SSIM 

BIP-MLPNN CCSD-S123 

upr

ite 

1 

0.9986 

upr

ite 

2 

0.9996 

upr

ite 

3 0.9988 0.9996 

0.9984 
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upr

ite 

4 

uff

et 

0.9991 

asp

er 

0.9959 

PSNR 

BIP-MLPNN CCSDS-123 

upr

ite 

1 54.0456 50.5903 

upr

ite 

2 

49.2454 
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upr

ite 

3 

50.158 

upr

ite 

4 

51.4715 

uff

et 

49.8686 

asp

er 

41.8769 

CCSDS-123 predicted data get slightly higher values than the BIP-MLPNN in Cuprite 3. 

Analysis on the differences of HS data, showed that the image is computed from three 
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different terms: luminance (mean), contrast (variance) and structure (correlation). The 

metric can be insensitive probably because large regions of low variance exist. After 

comparing the variance of Cuprite 1 and Cuprite 3 it may be seen that the Cuprite 3 

variance is about 109.7543, but variance of Cuprite 1 is up to 217. 

To compare with the state-of-the-art methods 3DSPECK [27], AT-3DSPECK [28], 

and AT-3DSPIHT [20] in Figure 5.21, the study use the image quality against three 

bpppb levels at very low bit rate e.g. 0.2, low bit rate 0.5 and high rate 1.0. The results 

show that the BIP-MLPNN has certain advantages at the very low bit rate range i.e. less 

than 0.2 bpppb. This indicates that the BIP-MLPNN can achieve a relative higher 

compression ratio with a very low bit rate. 

 

 

21.1 Conclusion 

A new lossy block-based predictive BIP-MLPNN model which makes use of the 

multilayer neural network to predict the succeeding bands has been proposed. In the 

model, the current spectral band is used as a training data set, and the next band as the 

Figure 5.21.  Performance comparison for Jasper ridge scene at

rate 0.2, 0.5 and 1 bpppb. 
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training target set on the encoder side. Each band is converted to a 16 4096 matrix. The 

experimental results show that the proposed technique outperforms the JPEG and 

JPEG2K as well as 3DSPECK, AT-3DSPECK, AT-3DSPIHT, according to the rate 

distortion performance at very low bit rates where the bpppb range is below 0.2. 

The major advantage of this approach is that it only needs to use the binary entropy 

encoder to encode weights and biases; later in the decoder side, the target band can be 

reconstructed by using transferred weights, biases, and residuals. Therefore, only a few 

bits of data need to be transferred. The obtained results were found to be quite 

satisfactory.  
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Chapter 22 

Conclusions and Future Research Work 

22.1 Conclusions  

HS image compression requires an unconventional coding technique compared to a 

traditional RGB image or video because of its unique and multiple dimensional structures. 

The data redundancy in HS images exists in both inter-band and intra-band dimensions. 

Existing traditional compression techniques used mainly original pixel information by 

treating each band individually as a coding object and achieve compression by 

eliminating redundancy using prediction, transformation, quantisation, and entropy 

coding. There is still scope to improve compression at the spectral dimension. Making the 

best use of inter-band data redundancy, the proposed algorithms are beyond traditional 

pixel matrices compression boundaries. The study have innovatively extended the 

existing original pixel-based coding approaches to the residual-based approaches by using 

Reflectance Prediction Modelling to extract common information of spectral bands and 

using band prediction with neural networks. To further reduce the residual of adjacent 

bands the algorithm is adopted machine learning to approximate target spectral band. The 

results of the experiments confirmed the proposed method’s validity and feasibility. 

The study reviewed the recent study in the field of HS image compression 

approaches. Chapter 2 summarises the current literature on inter- and intra-band 

compression methods. The challenges, opportunities and future research possibilities 

regarding HS image compression have been further discussed. The study fully reviewed 

existing HS compression techniques including inter-band compression methods with their 

various limitations. A discussion of existing literature in HS image compression 

techniques with their limitations and opportunity has been published as:  
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 Dusselaar, R. and Paul, M, “Hyperspectral image compression approaches: 

opportunities, challenges and future directions: discussion,” Journal of the 

Optical Society of America. A, Optics and Image Science and Vision. Vol 

34. No. 12, pp. 2170-2180, 2017 [SJR Q1]. 

This thesis firstly investigates the signal correlation with different compression 

planes, using optimal compression cube i.e. OCC to explore redundancy and determines 

the best compression plane. Once the best compression plane has been determined, a HS 

image can be grouped into different 3D cubes and 2D image planes; followed by the 

popular image and video encoders to detect the compression performance. Experimental 

results also prove that the proposed optimal compression cube prediction technique can 

predict the optimal 3D cube successfully in most cases and outperform existing PCA 

based compression. The OCC framework is easy to implement with low additional 

computational complexity, with only the simple step of calculation of the CCs needed. 

These study results have been published as:  

 R Xiao and M Paul, "Efficient compression of HS images using Optimal 

Compression Cube and image plane," Lecture Notes in Computer Science 

Vol. 8935, pp 167-179, 2015." [LNCS, Impact Factor: 0.51]. 

Predictive encoding is one of the fundamental techniques realising image 

compression. An ideal intra/inter-band predictor is the maximum approximation to the 

actual target data, followed by entropy coding. A novel coding framework using RPM in 

the latest HEVC framework was proposed, this is an intra-band modelling followed by an 

inter-band compression scheme. The proposed spectral modelling is used to estimate the 

variance of the current spectral band and the previous band. HEVC-inter encoding, for the 

first time, is used for HS data compression with Gaussian mixture-based modelling. An 

instant common informatics wavelength i.e. CIW is used as the additional reference 

image band with the immediate previous band for encoding the current image band under 

the latest video coding standard HEVC framework. The proposed HS image coding 

technique (a) outperforms the relevant state-of-the-art schemes in terms of rate distortion 

performance and (b) preserves details of spectral reflectance in HS images. Overall, the 
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proposed method generates a higher compression rate while successfully maintaining the 

quality of the image with comparable computational time. These study results have been 

published as: 

 Paul, M., Xiao, R., Gao, J. and Bossomaier, T. (2016), “Reflectance 

prediction modelling for residual-based hyperspectral image coding,” 

PLoS ONE 11(10): https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0161212 [CORE 

A]. 

 R. Xiao, M. Paul, and T. Bossomaier (2015), “Hyperspectral Image 

Coding using Spectral Prediction Modelling in HEVC Coding 

Framework,” 30th IEEE International Conference on Image and Vision 

Computing New Zealand, pp. 1-6, IEEE, 2015. [Rank B] 

A block-based inter-band predictor BIP-MLPNN technique is presented in Chapter 5 

to improve the intra-band prediction accuracy. The results of BIP-MLPNN show better 

image predictive results. The compression process of the technique only encodes vectors 

of the weights and the biases of BIP-MLPNN with residuals that need to be transferred so 

that the decoder can generate the image at the receiver side. It provides significant 

compression by maintaining the acceptable image quality compared to the state-of-the-art 

methods. Experimental results also indicate that the BIP-MLPNN predictor outperforms 

HS image compression standard i.e. CCSDS-123. Due to a good approximation of the 

target band, bit rate cost is less than 0.1 bpppb, but PSNR can reach about 30 to 40 dB. 

Values of the correlation coefficient (R-value) between the values of outputs and targets 

in all experimental images are greater than 0.99 which show excellent prediction results. 

R-value is a quantity expressing how close the predict values are to the target values. 

Results prove the better compression power as well as the preferable predication 

performance. These study results have been submitted/published as  

 Dusselaar, R. and Paul, M., "A block-based inter-band predictor using 

multilayer propagation neural network for hyperspectral image 

compression’." IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video 

Technology, Submitted at 22nd February 2018, Tracking number TCSVT-
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01954-2018, Status: Under review [JCR Impact Factor 3.6, JCR Rank Q1, 

Rank 1 in Multimedia, SJR Rank Q1.] 

 Rui, X. and Paul, M., “Hybrid adaptive prediction mechanisms with 

multilayer propagation neural network for hyperspectral image 

compression,” Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS), pp. 

162-173, In Pacific-Rim Symposium on Image and Video Technology 

(PSIVT) 2017. Springer, Cham. [PSIVT 2017 CORE B, SJR Q2]. 

22.2 Future Research Work 

The recent development of HS image acquisition with a snapshot technology, HS 

iPhone camera, HS imager-mounted Drones, various sensors (for example, CMOS), high 

resolutions (e.g. 4K), HS video with high frame rates and wide dynamic range (e.g. up to 

16 bits) enables the rapid increase in HS imaging applications. For processing and 

transmission, the study urgently need sophisticated compression techniques with greater 

compressibility. The proposed methods provide more compression compared to the state-

of-the-art methods. However, the future research can be conducted in the following 

aspects:  

1) Meet the needs of real time requirements, further reduce the training time of the 

BIP-MLPNN model.  

2) In recent years, deep learning has developed rapidly, and all kinds of excellent 

development tools are emerging, including Tensorflow [116], Theano [117], 

Pytorch [118], Caffe [119] and CNTK[120]. As new deep learning technology 

develops, HS research based on deep learning should accomplish some 

breakthroughs and provide new research opportunities. 

3) HS videos have also become available recently. Based on the HS image 

compression frameworks, it can be further extended to HS video compression 

by dealing with 4-dimensional data. 
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4) Snapshot HS image [122] with mosaic has different characteristics compared to 

traditional HS images as snapshot image has different web length reflections to 

2D images. Thus, different compression techniques are needed for snapshot 

mosaic HS images.   

The future research about HS images is quite exciting. VTT Technical Research 

Centre of Finland has created the world's first HS mobile device by converting an iPhone 

camera into a new kind of optical sensor. This will bring new possibilities of low-cost 

spectral imaging to consumer applications. Consumers will be able to use their mobile 

phones, for example, to sense food quality, or monitor health [67]. 

Due to rapid HS image sensor development, HS videos have been available in recent 

years. Imec (world-leading research in Nanoelectronics) presents a prototype HS video 

acquisition [6]. HS video compression extends to process 4-dimensional data, which is 

another interesting area to explore. Recently, a breakthrough in precision farming has 

been to use multispectral crop monitoring. This technology combines a compact mapping 

drone with a five-band sensor and is a reliable platform to capture high-quality multi-

spectral data for agricultural applications [7]. Extensive use of HS videos will require 

further improvements in compression techniques. 
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Publications 

 Dusselaar, R. and Paul, M, "A block-based inter-band predictor using 
multilayer propagation neural network for hyperspectral image 
compression’." IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video 
Technology 2018, Submitted at 22nd February 2018, Tracking number 
TCSVT-01954-2018, Status: Under review [JCR Impact Factor 3.6, JCR 
Rank Q1, Rank 1 in Multimedia, SJR Rank Q1.] 
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and Vision Computing New Zealand (IVCNZ), 2015 International 
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